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ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES 
(Not approved by the Academic Senate.) 
February 11, 1987 Volume XVIII, No. 9 
Call to Order 
Chairperson Len Schmaltz called the meeting of the Academic Senate to order 
at 7:05 p.m. in the Circus Room of the Bone Student Center. 
Roll Call 
Secretary DeLong called the roll and declared a quorum present. 
Approval of the Minutes of January 28, 1987 
Mr. Shulman had requested a correction on page 5, paragraph 6, to read: 
"Mr. Shulman suggested that there should be some unifonnity in the faculty 
vitas. They should all be in the same fonnat." 
Mr. Morreau moved approval of the minutes of January 28, 1987 (Second, Kirchner). 
Motion carried on a voice vote. 
Chairperson's Remarks 
Mr. Schmaltz had no remarks. 
Vice Chairperson's Remarks 
Mr. Semlow asked to see student senators following the meeting. 
Student Body President's Remarks 
Mr. Bailey had no remarks. 
Administrators' Remarks 
President Watkins had no remarks. 
Provost Strand announced that legislation had been passed concerning 
oral English language proficiency of all persons providing classroom 
instruction to students at each Regency University. The issue was one 
with which the university would now have to deal. The University would 
have to have policies and procedures in place by the start of the fall 
semester, and must also give a status report at the May Board of Regents 
meeting about how ISU plans to deal with this issue. That means that 
there must be input from various university constituencies before the 
end of the Spring semester in May. A communique will be sent to the 
Chair of the Senate asking that the Academic Senate at its next meeting 
appoint three faculty members and two students to a committee that will 
be asked to recommend means of implementing this legislation. He 
wanted to alert faculty and students involved in the process of bri~ging 
names to the Senate that this topic would be coming up at the next meeting. 
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The following meeting of the Senate is not until March 25th because of 
Spring break, and that would be too late to get started on this matter. 
The committee would consist of nine members: three faculty and two 
students selected by the Academic Senate; one department chair; one 
dean; and two ex-officio members: Dean Richard Koshel, Graduate School; 
and Dr. Ed Anderson as Provost representative. He hoped that the Senate 
would vote on the members for t~;~ ~0mmittee at the February 25th meeting . 
Mr. Gamsky had no remarks. 
Mr. Harden had no remarks. 
ACTION ITEMS 
Appointments to Council for Teacher Education 
Mr. Semlow moved approval of the Rules Committee recommendation for 
Provost appointments to the Council for Teacher Education: Lotus 
Hershberger, Mathematics, and James Johnson, Psychology (Second, Belknap) . 
Motion carr{ed on a voice vote. 
Approval of Ph.D. in Mathematics Education Proposal 
Ms . Mills yielded the floor to the chair of the Budget Committee, David 
Ramsey . Mr. Ramsey stated that his cover letter with the attached 
changes would summarize the changes . New pages included 16-31 which 
would be substitued for pages 16-29 in the original proposal. 
Mr. Spence moved approval of the proposal for a Ph.D. in Mathematics 
Education (Second, Mills). Motion carried on a voice vote . 
INFORMATION ITEMS 
None. 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
Academic Affairs Committee - Ms. Mills directed the attention of the Senate 
to two issues that would be coming up in the near future . The first was 
the proposed revisions to the admissions standards for ISU. The Academic 
Standards Committee had been working on this for the past two y ears, 
following guidelines set forth by the Illinois Board of Higher Education 
pertaining to course specific requirements for admission standards . This 
will be an information item at the February 25, 1987 meeting. The second 
issue pertains to the university studies program . A steering committee 
and subcommittee is assessing courses in university studies program. 
"Every department that has a course in the University Studies program 
has a faculty representative on the sub-committee." 
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Administrative Affairs Committee - Mr. Borg announced that his committee 
would hold a short meeting following Senate adjournment. 
Budget Committee - no report. 
Faculty Affairs Committee - Mr. Sessions announced a committee meeting 
next Monday, February 16, 1987, at 9:00 a.m. in Hovev Hall 301. 
Rules Committee - no report. 
Student Affairs Committee - no report. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Letter received from Dr. Gary C. Ramseyer, Chairperson, Athletic Council: 
Dear Dr. Schmaltz: 
I would like to inform you and other members of the Academic Senate of a 
motion that was passed unanimously by the Athletic Council at its most 
recent meeting on January 21, 1987. The motion is in regard to the 
racial slur that occurred on the talk show conducted by radio station 
WJBC following the ISU/lndiana basketball game on December 27, 1986. 
The Athletic Council felt that it was the appropriate University body 
to deal with this matter since the remark was perpetrated against a 
student-athlete. Moreover, the Council felt strongly that it must 
take a public stand against this slur. To remain silent on this issue 
is tantamount to saying that we really don't care enough to speak out 
against such racial incidents. I would greatly appreciate your reading 
this letter and motion to the entire assembly of the Academic Senate. 
The statement of the motion follows: 
"The Athletic Council strongly supports the public stands of Dr. Frederick 
and Coach Donewald against racism and joins them in publicly condemning 
the racial slur that occurred on WJBC following the ISU/lndiana University 
basketball game. Prejudice based on race, religion, sex, or handicap has 
no place on the ISU campus or in the Normal/Bloomington community. No 
member of the ISU community should ignore or tolerate any form of pre-
judice directed against ISU faculty, staff, or students, or against any 
member of this community." 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Gary C. Ramseyer 
Chairperson, Athletic Council 
Mr. Watkins moved to adjourn the meeting (Second, Borg). Motion carried 
on a voice vote. Meeting of the Academic Senate adjourned at 7:22 p.m. 
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ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
FOUNDfD V{ 18J7 
NORMAL. ILLINOIS 61761 
FEB 3 -1987 
February 3, 1987 
TO: Academic Senate 
FROM: Budget Committee 
RE: Budget Revisions of the Ph.D. in Mathematics Education Proposal 
Please substitute the attached pages for pages 16 through 29 in the 
original proposal. Revisions occur only on pages 16, 17, and 24 
through 30. The major changes are: 
1. The request for funds has been increased by $28,800. This 
increase reflects up-to-date estimates of faculty and grad-
uate assistants' salaries ($16,500) and additional funding 
requests for student help ($1,800), equipment and instruc-
tional materials ($2,400), library support ($2,000), con-
tractual ($1,000), and other support services, commodities, 
printing, etc. ($5,100). 
2. Tables IV-3, IV-4 and IV-5 have been revised and notes added. 
3. The narrative has been revised to justify the additional funds 
requested. 
The Budget Committee finds that the funds requested are reasonable and 
adequate to support the program. 
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16. lOCUS OF ACADEMIC COHTROl OF PROGRAM 
The Department of Mathematics Vlill f;:.<erci~e aCi3demic responsibility' for the program in 
matters such as curricular modifications, faculty assignments , student evaluations, and 
so' forth. No exceptions to applicable college or university academic policies, edmission 
standards, graduation requirements, and so on, are requested or anticipated . 
17. ENROLLMENT AND CREDIT HOUR PROJECTIONS 
hble IV-3 presents the enrollment and credit hour pro,iections for the proposed 
doctoral program in mathematics education , The pro,i ections are constructed on a base 
of 10 full-time students in the first ~,'ear and 8 full-time and 4 half- time students 
thereafter. 
Table 1'./-3 
ENROLLMENT AND CRED IT HOUR PRO,JECT IONS 
FOR THE NE"iI PROGR AI'1 
Lin(' Cod€' Prp.violJs BlJdget 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
'l€'ar ''('(oar '«(oar 'Year 'tear 'tear 
01 Number of Progr am 
Majors (Fall Term 
Headcoun*) 0 10 12 12 12 12 
02 AnotJa I F u ll-tirne 
Equivalent (FTE) 
Majors 0 10 10 10 10 10 
03 Annua 1 Number of 
Cr('dit Hours Gp.ner ated 
by Majors and Non-Majors 
in Existing Courses That 
Are Needed to Suppod The 
Proposed Curriculum 
Credit Hours by t1ajors 0 210 120 120 120 120 
Credit HOIJrs by Non-Majors 1813 1813 1813 1813 1813 1813 
Total Credit HotJrs 1813 2023 1933 1933 1933 1933 
04 Annual Number of Credit 
Hours Generated by Majors 
and Non-Majors in New 
Courses That Are Needed 
to Support t.he Proposed 
CtJrriclJlum 
Cr('dit Hours by Majors 0 60 120 120 120 120 
Credit HOlJrs blJ Non-Majors 0 9 12 15 15 15 
T ota 1 Credit Hours 0 69 132 135 135 135 
OS AoolJaJ Number of 
De9rees A'warded a a o 
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3 5 5 
NOTE : He data in Lines Oland 02 rellect 10 full-time student~ in the first year of the 
program and 8 full-time and 4 half-time students thereafter. It is expected that each 
full-time student will generate 30 credit hours each year. Thus the 12 student.s 
("/lmch are the equivalent of 1 0 full-time students) will generate 300 credit hours 
during the year. In line 03 the base is Hie number of credit hours currently generated 
by existing courses needed to support the proposed curriculum . The increments in 
lines 03 and 04 are determined by an expectation that in the first year 210 hours I/lill 
be taken in existing courses, 60 hours in ne'.". courses, and 30 hours in courses outside 
Hie department. I n subsequent years vIe anticipate that 120 hours I/lill be in existing 
courses, 120 tlours in new courses, and 60 hou!:'s in courses outside Hie department . 
18. SUPPORT OF OTHER UH I YERS ITY PROGRAMS 
Ties that exist. between mathematics education, mathematical sciences, and areas of 
professional education and psychology ensure that the proposed program 'y/ill have 
positive effects on several oUler campus programs . I mplementation of the proposed 
program should have the effect of increasing enrollments in the Research Methodology 
and Statistics courses of the Department of Educational Administration and 
Foundations . likewise, increased enrollments should be anticipated in each of the 
suggested cognate areas . 
A reciprocal effect upon the proposed program from other university programs is 
anticipated . Additional course offerings in mathematics education will increase current 
opportunities to take coursel,y'ork in mathematics education for master's level students 
in the Mathematics Department and for graduate stUdents in other departments. 'We 
.anticipate that students with general interests in curriculum and in special education '.".ill 
be especially interested in graduate mathematics education coursework as part of their 
degree programs . 
19 . STUDEHT CHARACTERISTICS 
I t is most likely that the initial group of students l,iill come from Illinois and the 
surrounding states. As the program gains national stature, students will come from 
throughout the United States. I t is expected that women '.".ill be v/ell represented in the 
group of students and special efforts will be made to recruit and retain minOrity 
students . 
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STATEWIDE HEEDS AHD PRIORITIES 
20 . EXTAHT PH.D. PROGRAMS IH MATHEMATiCS EOUCATIOH IH IlliHOIS 
There are currently five institutions of higher education in Illinois offering a Ph . D. or 
Ed . D. in mathematics education or a Ph . D. in a related field that allow's a 
specialization in mathematics education. Three are state supported schools : Northern 
Illinois University, Southern Illinois University, and the Universit~/ of Illinois at Urbana . 
The other two are private institutions: the University of Chicago and Horthvestern 
University . 
The program at Northern Illinois University, like H,at proposed at Illinois State 
University , is hOlJsed in the mathemat.ics department . Northern Illinois University's 
program does not permit the specialization in elementary mathematics (K-9) nor does 
it allo'yl an emphasis in K-12 mathematics 'Y/itt,out a mathematics reqlJirement that goes 
beyond Hie needs of program participants . The mathematics requirement at Northern 
Illinois University impedes students' abilities to take coursework in disciplines allied 
Iilith mathematics education, and impedes their ability to partiCipate in courses that 
focus upon issues of mathematical pedagogy, curriculum, and teacher education . 
Northern Illinois University currentl'>, does nO,t have any students in its Ph. D. program 
in mathematics education. Conversations Iilith faculty in the mathematics education 
group at NIU have indicated that many students have inquired about the program, but 
U,ey have not enrolled due to the requirements in pure mathematics courses. 
The programs at Southern Illinois University and the University of Illinois at Urbana are 
housed in their respective Colleges of Education. Neither program requires a 
mathematics component in students' programs of study. The coursel/lork in these 
programs conSists, for the most part, of classes in curriculum and instruction 'With little 
Itlork in mathematics education. Both programs attract stUdents \o,Ihose maj or interests 
are in curriculum, but IH'ho do not 'Y/ish to specialize in mathematics education as such . 
Enrollment in both of these programs is 10'Y/. Conversations 'y/ith faculty and 
prospective doctoral students ~,ave indicated that the minimal IH'ork in mathematics 
education compared to the amount of vork required in general education areas has led 
students seriously interested in mathematics education to look elsewhere . 
Of the five institutions named above, the University of Chicago's program is the closest 
to the program proposed at Illinois State University . In the recent past, it has 
averaged one to two graduates per year, 'With five students currently in the program . 
The University of Chicago program, housed in their School of Education, has strong 
maU,ematics and professional education components . I t also allo'Ws students to 
specialize in elementary school mathematics . r10st of the recent work at The University 
of Chicago has been in the area of curriculum development . Also, the University of 
Chicago has but t'Y/o faculty members in mathematics education compared to 12 at ISU . . 
Horth"tlestern University's program is housed in its College of Education . 'W hile this 
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program has a strong mathematics component" its ma.! or emphasis is in the psychology 
of mathematics learning . I ts graduates have tended to work in areas of learning theory 
or ~rtificjal intelligence., as distinct from research areas that are more directly rel~ted 
to the mathematics education needs of public school mathematics programs . This 
program also has few students . Students with a strong intere~lt in the psychology of 
mathematics learning are choosing to pursue degrees in psychology rather than 
mathematics education or they are choosing to attend institutions with a larger 
mathematics education faculty than is currently at North\Vestern . 
The proposed Ph . D, program at Illinois State University will be unlike any that 
currently exist in Illinois in three important wa~'s . First, the curriculum at ISU., in 
particular the three program options , \Y'ill allo\ol the student to select the amount and 
type of mathematics content courses appropriate for a student's career aspirations . 
Students choosing the elementary education option (Option ,A,) \Y'ill exit the program 
\llith a mathem19tics background appropriate for educating teachers of mathematics 19t 
grades K-9 . Since Option ,A, focuses on mathematics teacher education at grades K-9, 
students in this program \llill not have to enroll in mathematics courses at a level far 
above that which they would need to be an effective mathematics educator for teachers 
of grades K -9. Students interested in a K -9 mathematics te19cher education emphasis 
would certainly select ISU rather than Northern Illinois Universit}, 'Where the 
mathematics content requirements go far beyond the needs of the students . Simililrly, 
students selecting Option B (mathematics teacher education for grades K-12) and 
Option C (mathematics teacher education for grades 9-12) will have the opportunity to 
t19ke an appropriate amount of mathematics needed to be effec tive at these levels , The 
proposed program is the only one in Illinois, housed in a Department 01' I"lathematics" 
\Y'hich \Y'ill allow specialization across the K-12 range and still have a significant , but 
appropriate, requirement in mathematics . At the Universit~' of Illinois and Southern 
Illinois University, students are not required to take a number of advanced mathematics 
content courses as part of the respective Ph . D. programs , Students interested in 
secondary mathematics education would choose ISU rather than the University of 
Illinois or Southern l11inois University. Also, the excessive mathematics content 
requirements at Northern Illinois University make the proposed program at ISU far more 
attractive for secondary mathematic~ teacher educators than the program at HI U, The 
opportunity to select a program option that retlects the mathematics content needs of 
students with respect to the teacher education levels at which they will be working 
should make the program at ISU far more attractive than the programs at Northern 
Illinois university, Southern Illinois University, and the Universit~1 of Illinois . 
A second important difference of the program at I SU and others in the state is the 
emphasis and interest that is given to teacher education at I SU , The background, 
experience., and research interests of most of the mathematics education faculty at 
I SU are related directly to teaching mathematics and teacher education in mathematics . 
As the demand for qualit'ied teachers of mathematics continues to gro\y' ., the need for 
Ph . D. graduates \y'ho have emphasized teaching and teacher education \y'ill be much 
greater than the need tOor students \y'ho have emphasized curriculum development or 
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p$ycholog~I .. 3S in the programs at the University of Chicago or Horth\Vestern. 
The third important difference bet\v'een the proposed program and other~ jll the ~ t8te 
lies in the difference behv'een the facult~· at ISU and the faculties at the other 
institutions . As mentioned earlier . the mathematics education group in the 
mathematics department at ISU is the largest such group in the United States ( 12 
faculty members). Hone of the state institutions in Illinois that offer a doctoral degree 
in mathematics education have more than 4 faculty members in mathematics education , 
\y'ith most having but 2. .A.lso, the mathematics education group at I Sli is among the 
most active in the United States. The brief vitae given later in this document indicate 
the Quantity and quality of the activities of the mathematics education facult~· at ISU . 
. A.lso , the faculty listed later in this document are onl~' those who are directly related to 
mathematics education . I SU is one of the few schools in the United States where the 
mathematics education faculty are in the mathematics department . I n Illinois . only I SU 
and Nill have both the mathematics and mathematics education faculty' in the ~iame 
department. This fact together with the fact that excellent \v'orking relationship s exist 
behv'een the pure and applied mathematicil~ns and the mathematics educators further 
conttibute to the overall quality of instruction students will receive in the Ph . D. 
program at I Sli. 
21 . STUDEHT DEMAHD fOR THE PROGRAM 
There is good reason to believe that student demand for the program 'vIill be hi gh. Also, 
we rlave received several formal inquiries concerning the proposed program (see 
Appendix A) . First, as indicated earlier, there are fe"11 institutions 'where a person 
interested in mathematics teacher education can obtain a Ph . D. in Mathematics 
Education . And second, there appears to be a tligh positive correlation between Hie 
number of mathematics education faculty and the number of doctoral students in the 
Ph. D. program . The only other doctoral program in mathematics education in the 
United States that has a comparable number of mathematics education faculty ( 10) is 
The University of Georgia. The '~ have approximately 15 full-time doctoral students in 
their program . There is reason to believe that a large active faculty in mathematics 
education, such as the faculty at Illinois State University, 111m attract a large number of 
doctor~ students . 
I t is also reasonable to expect that the enrollment in the Doctor of .A.rts program ttlat 
currently exists will always be lower than the enrollment in the proposed Ph . D. 
program . The purpose of the D. A. program is to prepare students to be outstanding 
teachers of mathematics content courses primarily at community colleges . Most of the 
students pursuing the D. A. degree are currently employed at community or small 
colleges and are not required to complete this degree to stay in their present position . 
Rather, the D. A. degree at best might provide a salary increment . Therefore , most 
students interested in the D. A. program are interested in the program for personal 
reasons and not because the degree is required for entry into their profession ( teaching 
mathematics at the community or small college level) . On the ot.her hand, people 
interested in careers as mathematics educators in colleges or universities need the 
Ph . D. degree to enter the profession . Therefore , we expect the enrollment in the 
Ph . D. p!"cgrem to be greater than the enrollment in the D. A. program . 
22 . DEMAHD FOR THE PROGRAM GRADUATES 
21 
Graduates of undergraduate , M. S., and D. A. programs in Illinois State University's 
Department of Mathematics have always been in demand . This IS retlective of the high 
regard given the Department's programs and faculty by members of the prot"essional 
community. The strong demand for the University's graduates from the t"lathematics 
Department is also retlective of the Department's commitment to high quality teaching, 
research, and comprehensive mathematics education . 
The likelihood of future demand for graduates of the proposed program can be 
documented in the gro\y'th in school mathematics programs and the increased demand for 
teachers of undergraduate mathematics and mathematics education courses . ,~s stated 
earlier in the proposal, undergraduate demands for mathematics have increased at 
Illinois state universities by over 81 percent during th~ past five years . Similar 
changes have been realized at the community college and secondary school levels . 
While overall stud'ent population has dropped in several suburban high schools in the 
Chicago area, their overall demand for mathematics has increased . This pattern .. 
combined with increased college entrance requirements in mathematics ., \y'ill continue the 
demand for qualified teachers and, thus, teachers of teachers of mathematics . 
Data from the Hational Research Council and other sources indicate that demand 'hlill be 
at least t\Y'ice the supply in the foreseeable future . That is, the annual demand \Y'ill be 
at least twice the best expected supply . To' meet this need, it is expected that the 
number of undergraduate mathematics education majors will increase and the demand for 
the retraining of teachers currently certified in other disciplines will grow . Evidence of 
the need t"or more trainers of mathematics teachers reTlects the increasing shortages of 
qualified mathematics teachers . I n the spring of 1985, Illinois colleges and universities 
opened nine positions in mathematiCS education. Hationally, there were approximately . 
40 advertisements for mathematics teacher educators in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education in 1982-83; 70 advertisements in 1983-84; 100 advertisements in 
1984-85; and over 125 advertisements in 1985-86. Graduates of the proposed 
program \y'ould have met the requirements of these advertised positions . Also, a 
survey of three of the leading mathematics education doctoral programs in the United 
States sho\Y's that the number of mathematics education doctoral students is growing, 
but the number of students graduating who are candidates for the advertised positions 
is still far below the national need as documented by the number of advertised 
positions . In the last 3 years ., The University of Georgia has graduated 15 students ., 
The University of Wisconsin, 20 students, and Indiana University ., 12 students. 
Alt hough most of these students are candidates for the advertised pOSitions., some at 
each institution \"ere foreign students who left the country and others were ones \y'ho 
returned ., after taking a leave of absence., to 8 college or university . Thus ., there is a 
cle~r need for m~thematic~ teacher educ~tion specia1i~ts in colleges and universities in 
Illinois and throughout country. 
F ACUl TV AHD 5T AFF 
23 . PRIHCIPAl FACUl TV 
The strength of Illinois State University in mathematics education is \vell known 
throughout the n~tion ( see attached letters of support for the proposed program ). 
The mathematics education faculty in the Department of ~1athematics is the largest 
bod y of mathematics educators at one institution in the United States . The 
productivity of the faculty is a mark of its capability to staff the proposed Ph . D. 
program . The experience of the faculty in the proposed areas of special emphasis is 
evident from the brief vitae given below'. Greater detail on faculty vitae are gi ven in the 
o:lppendi x. The research and grant activities of the mathematics education faculty mark 
it as one of the most active in the United States and demonstrate the co:lpabilities of the 
f3culty to direct doctoral rese~rch. 
t"lembers of the mo:lthematics education faculty have been, and continue to be , active in , 
national research orgo:lnizations and national professional organiza tions . 
A sample of faculty activity : h'o faculty have been members of the Research Advisory 
Committee of the National Council of Teachers of t"lathematics , one facult y has served 
on the editorial board of the Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, one facult y 
is currently an officer in the Special Interest Group for Research in Mathematics 
Education of the American Educational Research ASSOCiation, one faculty is on the 
advisory board of Learning magazine, and one faculty is currently President of the 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics . Presentations at national and 
international prof'essional meetings and presentations at national and international 
research meetings are too numerous to cite . 
The mo:lthematics education and mathematics faculty in the Department are noted as 
good teachers at both the undergraduate and graduate levels . All of the members of 
the mathematics education facu1t~· have experience in teaching at precollege levels and 
in \.lorking with teachers in teacher education. Moreover, the department has provided 
outstanding service and leadership in mathematics education to the state, the region, 
and the Mtion . (~ee page 31 for more detailed vita) 
L VNN BROWN (Ph . D. , University of I O\I"a ); specialist in secondary mathematics 
education . problem solving, and logic in the teaching of mathematics; joined the ! SU 
faculty in 1960; presenter at numerous regional , state and Mtional conferences; 
pro.i ect associa te in an NSF curriculum research and development proj ect aimed at 
developing training material for secondary teachers . 
RAt-lDALL CHARLES ( Ph . D. , IndiaM University ).: specialis t in elementary mathematics 
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education" research and curriculum development on the teaching and learning of problem 
solving , teaching strategies for mathematics, and research in mathematics education; 
,joi ned the ISU faculty in ~ 982; ~uth\Jr of numerous articles and books for teachers; 
member of the Research Advisory Committee of the NCTM , 
JOHN DOSSEY (Ph , D, , University of Illinois); specialist in collegiate mathematics 
education, teaching strategies , and concept learning; joined the ISU fi9culty in 1967; 
i9uthor of numerous articles; author of books for teachers and students; recipient of 
numerous awards for his contributions to mathematics education: President-Elect of the 
National Council of Teachers of ~1athematics , 
LOTUS HERSHBERGER (Ph , D" Florida State University); specialist in secondary and 
collegiate mathematics education, diagnosis and remediation, and the teaching and 
learning of algebra; joined the ISU faculty in 1970; coordinator of i9 diagnostic and 
remedial laboratory,: speaker at regional " state, i90d national conferences , 
PH,A.RES O'DAFFER (Ph , D, , University of Illinois); specialist irl elementary 
mathematics education, curriculum studies" and geometry ; joined the ISU staff in 1968 ,: 
speaker at numerous regional, state, and natioMI conferences; chair of the editorial 
panel for The Arithmetic Teacher; author of numerous books and articles , 
KENNETH RETZER (Ph, D,', University of Illinois); specialist in secondary mathematics 
education, teaching strategies, and logic; joined the I SU faculty in 1959,: pt"o,i ect 
director of an NSF sponsored proj ect concerned \v'ith developing innovi9tive training 
material for secondary teechers of mathemetics . 
THOMAS SH I L GAll S (Ph.D , , University of Illinois) ; specialist in secondar~' 
mathematics education, curriculum content , mathematics contests, and geometry'; 
,i oined the I SU faculty in 1967; director of the Annual Illinois 1"1athematics Contest,: 
author of numerous articles, 
.A.LBA THOMPSOH (Ed , D, , University of Georgia); speCialist in secondary mathematics 
education, teacher education, teachers' conceptions of mathematics , and research in 
mathematics education; joined the I SU faculty in 1985; teacher in gifted education 
projects; actively involved 'wHh the Mathematics Education Special Interest Group of 
The American Educational Research Association, 
PA TR I CK THOMPSON (Ed, D, , University of Georgia) ; specialist in elementary 
mathematics education, child development related to mathematics, and computer 
applications; joined the ISU faculty in 1985; developer of innovative computer 
microworlds for training prospective teachers; actively involved 'With the Mathematics 
Education Special Interest Group of The American Educational Research Association , 
CAROL THORNTON ( Ph, D, , I ndiana University); specialist in elementary mathematics 
edlJcation, basic fact thinking strategies, and methods for teaching mathematics in 
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special education; joined the ISU faculty in 1974,; author of several books for teachers 
on the teaching of basic facts and teaching children 'With special needs , 
BENNV TUCKER (Ph , D, , University of Illinois); specialist in elementary mathematics 
education, instructional aids for teaching mathematics, and problem solving,; joined the 
ISU faculty in 1977; director of numerous 'Workshops on the teaching of mathematics.: 
author of numerous articles and books for teachers on activities for teaching 
mathematics, 
BARBARA WILMOT (Ph.D. , University of Illinois); specialist in gifted education in 
mathematics and mathematics anxiety; joined the ISU faculty in 1985; director of 
numerous 'worksflopS for students and teachers in the areas of computer applications in 
K-8 mathematics and teaching mathematics to the gifted . 
2-4. ADDITIOHAL FACULTY REQUIRED 
T able IV -4 presents the total staff requirements for Hie proposed doctoral program. 
The ne'w faculty and staff requested in this proposal consist of one faculty position (for 
11 months) and ten graduate assistantships . The data in the table report the staff 
needs in terms of man-years . 
TABLE IV-4 
Staff Requiremen~s for ~he New Program 
Line Pas~ . Budget 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Code Staff Requirements Year Year Year Year Y€'ar Year 
01 Fac'Jlt.y I Admin. 
(Total 02-04) 3.75 9.24 9.27 9.35 9.42 9.42 
02 Admin.lOther Prof. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
03 Faculty 3.75 4.66 4,69 4.77 4.84 4.84 
04 Grad. Asst. 0.00 4'.58 4.58 4.58 4.58 4.58 
05 Civil Service I 
Stud€'nt ''I/orkers 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
06 To~al Staff (01-05) 3.75 9.49 9.52 9.60 9.67 9.67 
NOTE : line 03 reflects the need for 3 . 75 staff year faculty (the equivalent of 5 FTE 
for 9 months) to teach existing courses required to support the proposed curriculum 
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and an increasing increment of time req'.llred to teach ne\\; courses, advise students., and 
to direct dissertations . line 04 reflects the 10 doctoral assistants having 11 month 
appointments . Finally line 05 retlects the need for 10 hours of student help each \y'eek . 
to handle the clerical tasks of the program. 
The Mathematics Department intends to appoint a faculty member in mathematics 
education in the 1986-87 school year. The proposed program will require one additional 
faculty member in mathematics education to help with ~he increase in the number of 
courses to be taught and the number of students needing an advisor. This faculty 
member must have an extensive background in research and teacher education in 
mathematics education . In dddHion , the individual will be expected to have experience 
in advising doctoral-level students in mathematics education. This individual ",Iill also 
be expected to have public school teaching experience and experience in teaching a \y'ide 
vatiety of graduate courses in mathematics education . Specific areas \v'hich \y'i11 
complement and strengthen existing faculty research programs are teacher education, 
teaching strategies, and research on teaching . Specific interests in the teaching and 
learning of problem solving or the use of technology' in instruction are also highl 'i 
. desirable. This additional faculty member is needed in order to maintain the current 
high level of the Department's programs while expanding its mission to encompass the 
proposed Ph. D. program. 
25. ADEQUACY Of CURREHT EQU I PMEHT II HSTRUCT I OHAl RESOURCES 
Additional instructional materials, equipment, and space will be needed to expand H,e 
current programs in mathematics education to encompass the Ph. D. Program in 
Mathematics Education . The3e resources will be needed in four main areas. The first 
of these is additional equipment and space for observation, interaction, and research in 
conj unction with the Mathematics Clinic (a diagnostic-remedial program that services 
public school children in central illinoiS "lith mathematics learning problems) . The 
provision of supervised experiences in the Clinic will be an important part of the 
program for doctoral students. The ability to diagnose student errors and prescribe 
remediation is a critical need in mathematics programs at all levels . . 
Second; funding would be necessary for the additional microcomputer equipment to 
support expanded research activities on the teaching and learning of mathematics . The 
development and testing of microcomputer-based curricular materials involving 
mathematical concepts and principles require that additional microcomputers be 
available both for development and classroom activities .- The microcomputers currently 
available in U,e department will not support this demand for wordprocessjng, research, 
and curriculum development b'y' faculty members, not to mention additional graduate 
students . Furthermore, there is a need for the computing technology to be kept 
current if the research is to be of the most value . 
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Third , ~dditional support \Y'ill be required to' maintain the level ef materials available in 
the t"lathematics Educatienal Material Center in Stevenson Hall 302 . This Center, 
perhaps the best equipped mathematics facility fer mathematics teacher education in 
the nation, 'Will require additienal suppert as its functiO'ns are extended to' cover 
dcctoral level demands in mathematics education . I"10st of these demands 'Would be for 
additional reference materials and specialized research materials related to ongoing 
rese~rch proj ects of faculty and docteral students . 
Finally, the Mathematics Department \Y'm require additional office space for housing the 
ne\v' faculty member and the dcctoral assistants enrelled in this program . At present, 
graduate students involved in the Department's teaching activities are housed three per 
ot"fice in space designed for a single individual . 
26. ADEQUACY OF CURREHT LI BRARY HOLD I HGS 
The current library heldings and 3cquisition patterns fer monographs , reference sources, 
periodicals, and seri3ls support m3n~' ef ~he needs of this proposed program.: ho'Wever., 
additional resources to' refiect ne\v' and emerging research areas of the dectcral 
students and faculty 'Will be required. There is a need fcr additicnal research journals 
and becks that describe the latest findings in the teaching and learning of mathematics , 
especial1~1 the research materials in ccgnitive science and artificial intelligence. 
27. AHTlCIPATED IHTERHSHIP/CLIHICAL SITES 
There are nO' internship requirements that 'Wculd necessitate special off-site 
arrangements cr ccsts . 
28. OFF -CAMPUS SUPPORT SERV ICES REQU I RED 
Hc cff-campus suppO'rt services are required for the prcpcsed prcgram. 
ACCREDIT ATIOH AHD lICEHSURE 
29. ACCREDITIHG ASSOCIA TlOHS 
There are nO' accrediting associations directly related to' the prcpcsed prcgram . The 
propesed Ph . D. prcgram in 1"1athematics Educatien 'Wculd be regularly evalua ted as part 
of the evaluaticn ef cellegiate prcgrams and during regular visitatiO'ns ef the Horth 
Central ,4,ssociation. It 'Wculd also be visited as part of the regular visitations of the 
Hational Council for ,4,ccredia tion of Teacher Education . 
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30. T I MET ABLE FOR ACCRED ITA 11 OH ATTEMPTS 
The timetable for the visitations mentioned in Section 29 would match those established 
for similar programs during the regular univer~Hy-\y'ide visitations by these agencies . 
31. ACCREDIT ATIOH FOR OTHER DEPARTMEHTAL PROGRAMS 
The current undergraduate and graduate program~ in the Department of 1"1athematics 
are not specifically accredited by any agency. They have received exceilent 
evaluations from both the state, NCA . and !'leA TE visitation teams observing the 
programs in recent years . Copies of those evaluations are on file in the administra tive 
officies . 
FIHANCIHG 
32 . PROGRAM RESOURCE REQUIREMEHTS 
, 
Table 1"1-5 
Total Resource Requirements for the Ne'w' Program Request 
liM Budget 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Cod", Year Year Year 'rear Year 
( $ Thousands) 
01 T !'ta 1 Resource 
Requirements 1,815.08 1,784.88 1,784.88 1,784.88 1,784.88 
02 T ota 1 Resources 
Available From 
Federal Sourc~s 14.33 5.20 5.20 5.20 5.20 
03 Tobl Resources 
Available From 
Ot.her Non-State 
Souces 21 .07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
04 Existing State 
Resources 1,504.24 1,779.68 1,779.68 1,779 .68 1,779 .68 
05 Stat€' Resources 
p,'vailable Through 
Intli'rnal 
p, llocatior, 85.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
06 New' State Resources 
Required (01 minus 
thp. SIJm of (02-05) 190.40 0.00 0 .00 0.00 
The breakdown of the figure stlo1lln in Line 06 for the Budget Year is a$ follo"lIs: 
07 Staff 1 61 . 30 
Admin / Other Prof O. 00 
Faculty 60 . 50 
Graduate Assi3tants 99 . 00 
Civil Service O. 00 
Student Employees 1 . 80 
08 Equipment and Instructional 
t1a terials 20 . 00 
09 Library 
10 Contractual 
11 Other Support Services 
Commodities 
Printing 
Telecommunications 
Travel 
A"/ard and Grants 
2.00 
2. 00 
5. 10 
2. 00 
0.90 
0.20 
2.00 
0 . 00 
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0.00 
Table 1'1-5 contains information on the total resource requirements needed by Hie 
t1athematic3 Department for the proposed Ph . D. in Mathematics Education . The 
resource requirements are based on the assumption that there will be a total of 10 
full-time graduate students on campus during the first year of the program (5 at the 
entering level and 5 having completed some 01 the requirements), 3 entering and 9 
continuing students the second yeer, and 12 on-campus students each year thereafter . 
The support level for these students (the equivalent of 10 full-time students) is 
calculated at the rate of $900 per month for a total of 11 months of trle year or $9900 
per student per year. 
In addition, the resource requirements call for the addition of one senior staff member 
at the full professor level at a monthly salary of $5500, or, figured on an eleven month 
basis, $60,500 per year. 
Providing clerical assistance to the program will be student help at approximately 10 
hours per week . At a pay rate of minimum I/lage of $3 . 35 per hour, a total of $1800 
is needed . 
Additional resources are needed to obtain computing technology for use in research on 
children's acquisition of mathematical skills and for curricular development by faculty 
and students in the program. A main foclJS 01 current research is the integration 01 
computing technology into the mathematics curriculum in order to create a more 
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interactive learning environment . This requires immediate access to microcomputers 
by both faculty and students in the program and also requires current computing 
technology . For instance, the \v'ork in artificial intelligence requires s ta te -vf-U,,~-art 
computing equipment if it is to be on the cutting edge of effec tive research in the 
learning of mathematics by children . Research in the use of video-disc technology as 
an effetive teaching instrument requires modern equipment as W'ell . Finally., video 
taping equipment \"ill be needed for the Mathematics Clinic. For all of this an annual 
expenditure of $20,000 is anticipated . 
library materials needed to fully support the program include research Journals and 
books in cognitive science and artificial intelligence that deal directly \v'ith the leilrning 
and teaching of mathematics at an annual cost of $2000 . This W'ould a11o\\1 for the 
additional purchase of approximately 25 ne\" research monographs and reports and the 
addition of 3 - 4 new' journals . 
To support increased research requires additional computer usage . Based upon prior 
. experience Ii/ith facult y research proj ects using the mainframe computer $1000 in 
additional computer funds are needed . The purchase of softW'are for the 
microcomputers needed by faculty iet research proj ects should be $1000 annually, and 
thus $2000 in contractual funds are requested . 
The final resource needed is $5100 in the form of other support . Based upon the 
current operating budget for both research and teaching, $400, $400 , $50, and $1000 
Illill be needed in the areas of commodities, printing, telecommunications, and tra vel 
respect.ively to support the neW' teaching and research staff . An additional $600 , 
$500, $150, and $1000 W'ill be needed for direct program support in the areas of 
commodities (for Ute Mathematics Education Materials Center and Mathematic Clinic ), 
printing (brochures and reports) , telecommunications (recruitment), and travel 
( travel to professional meetings for recruitment), respectively . 
8 . PrOjected Increments in Total Resource Requirements may be explained 
8S folloW's : 
Budget Vear: During the budget year, the Program 'vIill require the addition 
of 1 staff member ( $60,500), 10 graduate aSSistantships ( $99 /000 ), 
student help ( $1800) the purcha~e of computing and other equipment 
( $20,GOO ), the purchase of library materials ($2000 ), additionai 
contractual funds ($2000) , and other support ( $5100) for a to tal of 
$190,400 . 
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2nd Vear - 5th Veer: The adjustment to the I"lathemetics Department's 
base budget in the Budget Vear contains the resources needed to continue 
the oroQram at the proj ected rate for years 2 through 5. 
b. Ne\ol State Resources Required in the Budget Vear 
The neVI state resources required by the program are as detailed above. 
Broken dOVln by lines, these costs are as folloVls : 
07 Staff 
( $161 ,300 ) 
08 Equipment 
($20.,000 ) 
09 library 
($2000 ) 
10 Contractual 
($2.,000 ) 
11 Other 
($5100 ) 
These costs cover the salary of the neVI sMior staff 
member, 10 graduate assistantships, and student help . 
TheM costs ·cover the acquisition of computing 
technology and other equipment. 
These costs cover the ecquisition of research .i ournel s 
and books . 
A total of $2000 supports the acquisition of soft\v'are 
and computer time for research proj ects 
This line supports the cost of the neVI faculty and stMf 
and provides support for the clerical operation of the 
program . 
c. Federal and Other Hon-State Support 
At the present time there is no source of either Federal or Non-State 
support for the program. I t is antiCipated that there VIm be funded grants 
w'riHen by departmental members Vlhich Vlill supply some student support 
from time to time . HOVlever, these sources cannot be counted on for 
continued support for a program of an ongoing program . 
OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
33. PROGRAM COMPlIAHCE WITH OFF-CAMPUS GUIDELIHES 
The off-campus program guidelines of the Illinois Board of Higher Education do not apply 
to the present proposal. 
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FACUl TV VITAE 
. 
Illinois State University JAN 2' 1987 
Department of Psychology 
Dr. Leonard Schma I tz 
Chairperson, Academic Senate 
Illinois State University 
Normal, Illinois 61761 
Dear Dr. Schmaltz: 
January 23, 1987 
I wou I d like to inform you and other members of the Academi c 
Senate of a motion that was passed unanimously by the Athletic 
Council at its most recent meeting on January 21,1987. The motion 
is in regard to the racial slur that occurred on the talk show 
conducted by radio station WJBC fol lowing the ISU/Indiana 
basketball game on December 27, 1986. The Athletic Council felt 
that it was the appropriate University body to deal with this 
matter si nce the remark was perpetrated agai nst a student-a th I ete. 
Moreover, the Counc i I fe It strongl y that it must take a pub I i c 
stand against this slur. To remain silent on this issue is 
tan tamoun t to say i ng that we rea I I y don I t care enough to speak ou t 
against such racial incidents. I would greatly appreciate your 
reading this letter and motion to the entire assembly of the 
Academic Senate. The statement of the motion fol lows: 
"The Athletic Counci I strongl y supports the publ ic stands 
of Dr. Freder i ck and Coach Donewa I d aga i nst r ac i sm and 
joins them in publ icly condemning the racial slur that 
occurred on WJBC following the ISU/Indiana University 
basketball game. Prejudice based on race. reI igion, sex. 
or handi cap has no p I ace on the I SU campus or in the . 
Normal/Bloomington community. No member of the ISU 
community should ignore or tolerate any form of prejudice 
directed against ISU faculty, staff, or stUdents, or 
against any member of this community." 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely, 
~c~~ 
Gary C. Ramseyer 
Cha 1 rperson , Ath let i c Counc i I 
Normal-Bloomington, Illinois DeGarmo Hall 435 
Phone: 309/438-8651 Normal, Illinois 61761-6901 
Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action University ~ cJ 6, 8 7, L 
Illinois State University 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of English 
January 28, 1987 
Len Schmaltz, Chair 
Academic Senate 
Dear Len, 
JAN 3 01987 
The Rules Committee approves the recommendation that Lotus 
Hersh berger and James Johnson be reappointed to the Council for 
Teacher Education. We therefore pass on their names for Senate 
confirmation. 
Normal-Bloomington, Illinois 
Phone: 309/438-3667 
Equal Opportun it yl Affirmative Action University 
Stevenson Hall 
Normal, 11Ii1''IOis 61761-6901 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
fOUNDeD IN 18J7 
NORMAL, ILLINOIS 61761 
February 3, 1987 
TO: Academic Senate 
FROM: Budget Committee 
FEB 3 -1987 
RE: Budget Revisions of the Ph.D. in Mathematics Education Proposal 
Please substitute the attached pages for pages 16 through 29 in the 
original proposal. Revisions occur only on pages 16, 17, and 24 
through 30. The major changes are: 
1. The request for funds has been increased by $28,800. This 
increase reflects up-to-date estimates of faculty and grad-
uate assistants' salaries. ($16,500) and additional funding 
requests for student help ($1,800), equipment and instruc-
tional materials ($2,400), library support ($2,000), con-
tractual ($1,000), and other support services, commodities, 
printing, etc. ($5,100). 
2. Tables IV-3, IV-4 and IV-5 have been revised and notes added. 
3. The narrative has been revised to justify the additional funds 
requested. 
The Budget Committee finds that the funds requested are reasonable and 
adequate to support the program. 
c? , 3,27, 3 
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16. lOCUS OF ACADEMIC COHTROl OF PROGRAM 
The Dep\':rt:n~nt ~~. Mathematics Vlill exercise academic responsibility' for the program in 
matters such as curricular modifications, faculty assignments, student evaluations, and 
so forth. No exceptions to applicable college or university academic policies, admission 
standards, graduation requirements , and so on, are requested or anticipated. 
17. EHROllMEHT AHD CREDIT HOUR PROJECTIOHS 
Table 1\0'-3 presents the enrollment and credit hour projections for the proposed 
doctoral program in mathematics education. The projections are constructed on a base 
of 10 full-time students in the first year and 8 full-time and 4 half- time students 
thereafter. 
Table 1'.1-3 
ENROLLMENT AND CRED IT HOUR PRO,JECT IONS 
FOR THE NE"tI PROGRAr'1 
Lin€' Cod€' Pr€'vious Budget. 2nd 3rd 4t.h 5t.h 
'lear 'lear Year Year Y€'ar 'lear 
01 Number of Progr am 
Majors (Fall Term 
Headcount) 0 10 12 12 12 12 
02 Annual Full-time 
Equivalent (HE) 
Majors 0 10 10 10 10 10 
03 Annual Number of 
Cr€'dit Hours Generated 
by t1ajors and Non-Majors 
in Existing Courses That 
Are Needed to Support The 
Proposed Curriculum 
Credit Hours by Majors 0 210 120 120 120 120 
Cr€'dit Hours by Non-Majors 1813 1813 1813 1813 1813 1813 
Total Credit Hours 1813 2023 1933 1933 1933 1933 
04 Annual Number of Credit 
Hours Generated by Majors 
and Non-Majors in New 
Courses That Are Needed 
to Support t.he Proposed 
CIJrricujlJm 
CredH Hours by Majors 0 60 120 120 120 120 
Credit Hours blJ Non-Majors 0 9 12 15 15 15 
T ota 1 Credit Hours 0 69 132 135 135 135 
05 AnnlJa 1 Numb~r of 
DE'';IrE'eos Awardeod o o o 
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3 5 5 
NOTE : Hie data in Lines Oland 02 reflect 10 full-time student~ in the first year of the 
program and 8 full-time and 4 half-time students thereafter. It is expected that each 
full-time ~tudent 'Will generate 30 credit hours each year . Thus the 12 students 
("lIhich are the equivalent of 1 0 full-time students) 'Will generate 300 credit hours 
during the year . I n Line 03 the base is Ule number of credit hours currently generated 
by existing courses needed to support the proposed curriculum . The increments in 
Lines 03 and 04 are determined by an expectation that in the first year 210 hours Ii/ill 
be taken in existing courses, 60 hours in ne'W courses, and 30 hours in courses outside 
the department. I n subsequent years 'We anticipate th~t 120 hours 'w'ill be in existing 
courses, 120 hours in ne'w' courses, and 60 hours in courses outside Ule department. 
1 a. SUPPORT OF OTHER UH I YERS I TY PROGRAMS 
Ties that exist bet'w'een mathematics education, mathematical SCiences, and areas of 
professional education and psychology ensure that the proposed program 'v/ill ~ave 
positive effects on several other campus programs . I mplementstion of the proposed 
program should have the effect of increa'sing enrollments in the Research Methodology 
and Stat.istics courses of the Depart.ment. of Educational Administration and 
Foundations . Likel, .... ise, increased enrollments should be anticipated in each of the 
suggested cognate areas . 
A reciprocal effect upon the proposed program from other university programs is 
anticipated. Additional course offerings in mathematics education 'Will increase current 
opportunities to take course'Work in mathematics education for master's level students 
in the Mathematics Department and for graduate students in other departments. 'We 
anticipate that students 'With general interests in curriculum and in special education "II ill 
be especially interested in graduate mathematics education course'w'ork as part of their 
degree programs . 
19. STUDEHT CHARACTERISTICS 
I t is most likely that the initial group of students I~ill come from Illinois and the 
surrounding states . As the program gains national stature, students 'vlill come from 
throughout the United States. I t is expected that 'Women Ii/ill be \O/ell represented in the 
group of students and special efforts 'w'ill be made to recruit and retain minOrity 
stlJdents . 
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STATEWIDE HEEDS AHD PRIORITIES 
20 . EXT AHT PH. D. PROGRAMS I H MA THEM A TI CS EDUCA TI OH I H I Lli HO I S 
There are currently five institutions of higher education in Illinois offering a Ph . D. or 
Ed . D. in mathematics education or a Ph . D. in a related field that allow's a 
specialization in mathematics education. Three are state supported schools : Northern 
Illinois University, Southern Illinois University, and the Universit~1 of Illinois at Urbana. 
The other two are private institutions: the University of Chicago and Horth" ... estern 
University. 
The program at Northern Illinois University, like tr,at proposed at Illinois State 
University, is hOlJsed in the mathemat.ics department . Northern Illinois University' 3 
program does not permit the specialization in elementary mathematics (K-9) nor does 
it allo'yl an emphasis in K-12 mathematics 'w'tttloUt a mathematics requirement that I~oes 
be'yond Ule needs of program participants . The math em a tics requirement a t Northern 
Illinois University impedes students' abilities to take cOlJrsework in disciplines allied 
I/lith mathematics education, and impedes their ability to participate in cOlJrses that 
focus upon issues of mathematical pedagogy, cu~ricullJm, and teacher education . 
Northern Illinois University currently does not have any students in its Ph . D. program 
in mathematics education. Conversations \/lith faculty in the mathematics education 
group at NIU have indicated that many students have inquired about the program, but 
Hley have not enrolled due to the requirements in pure mathematics courses . 
The programs at Southern Illinois University and the University of Illinois at Urbana are 
housed in their respective Colleges of Education. Neither program requires a 
mathematics component in students' programs of study. The coursel/lork in these 
programs conSists, for the most part, of classes in curriculum and instruction with little 
\lIork in mathematics education . Both programs attract students \/lhose maj or interests 
are in curriculum, but who do not wish to specialize in mathematics education as such. 
Enrollment in both of these programs is low. Conversations 'w'ith faculty and 
prospective doctoral students have indicated that the minimal \·/ork in mathematics 
education compared to the amount of work required in general education areas has led 
students seriously interested in mathematics education to look elsewhere. 
Of the five institutions named above, the University of Chicago's program is the closest 
to the program proposed at Illinois State University. In the recent past, it has 
averaged one to two graduates per year, 'With five students currently in the program. 
The University of Chicago program, housed in their School of Education, has strong 
maUlematics and professional education components. I t also allows students to 
specialize in elementary school mathematics . t10st of the recent work at The University 
of Chicago has been in the area of curricujlJm development. Also, the University of 
Chicago has but t,w'o faculty members in mathematics education compared to 12 at I SU. 
~~orthwestern University's program is housed in its College of Education . 'While this 
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program has a strong mathematics component" its ma,jor emphasis is in the psychology 
of mathematics learning , I ts graduates have tended to work in areas of learning theory 
or artificial intelligence, as distinct from research arei3S that are more directiy reiated 
to the mathematics ed~cation needs of public school mathematics programs , This I 
program ~lso has few students , Students with a strong interest in the psychology of 
mathematics learning are choosing to pursue degrees in psychology rather than 
mathematics education or they are choosing to attend institutions with a larger 
mathematics education faculty than is currently at North\v'estern , 
The proposed Ph, D, program at Illinois State University will be unlike any that 
currently exist in Illinois in three important ways, First, the curriculum at I SU" in 
particuli3r the three program options, will allow the student to select the amount and 
type ot mathematics content courses appropriate for a student's career aspirations , 
Students choosing the elementary' education option (Option .Il,) \Y'ill exit the program 
\\,'ith a mathematics b8ckground 8ppropti8te for educating teachers or" mathematics i3t 
grades K-9 , Since Option A focuses on mathematics teacher education 3t grades K-9, 
stUdents in this program ",Iill not have to enroll in mathematics courses at a level tar 
above that which they would need to be an etfective mathematics educator for teachers 
of grad~s K -9, StutJents interested in a K -9 mathematics tei3cher education emphasis 
would certainly select ISU rather than Northern Illinois Universit~,' where the 
mathematics content requirements go far beyond the needs of the students , Similarly ,. 
students selecting Option 8 (mathematics teacher education for grades K-12) and 
Option C (mathemi3tics teacher educi3tion for grades 9-12) will have the opportunity to 
ti9ke an appropriate amount of mi9thematics needed to be effective at these level$ , The 
proposed program is the only one in Illinois, housed in a Department of 1"1athematics,. 
which "H'ill allow specialization across the K-12 range and still have a significant, but 
appropriate, requirement in mathematics , At the University of Illinois and Southern 
Illinois University I stUdents are not required to take a number of advanced mi3thematics 
content courses as part of the respective Ph, D, programs , Students interested in 
secondary mathematics education would choose ISU rather than the University of 
Illinois or Southern Illinois University , Also, the excessive mathematics content 
requirements at Northern Illinois University make the proposed program at ISU far more 
attractive for secondary mathemetics teacher educators than the program at HI U, The 
opportunity to select a program option that retlects the mathematics content needs of 
students with respect to the teacher education levels at which they will be working 
should make the program at ISU far more attractive than the programs at Northern 
Illinois university, Southern Illinois University, and the University of Illinois , 
A second important difference of the program at I SU and others in the state is the 
emphasis and interest that is given to teacher education at ISU , The background .. 
experience" and research interests of most of the mathematics education facult~1 at 
I SU are related directly to teaching mathematics and teacher education in mathematics, 
As the demand for qualified teachers of mi3themi3tics continues to grow" the need for 
Ph . D, graduates \v'ho have emphasized teaching i3nd tei9cher education \v'ill be much 
greater thi9n the need for stUdents who have emphi9sized curriculum development or 
) 
, 
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psycholog)I., as in the programs at the University of Chicago or Horth' .... estern . 
The third important difference behv'een thepi-Copv:)cd ~ i-ogrilm dnd others in the state 
lies in the difference bet\v'een the faculty at ISU and the faculties at the other 
institutions . As mentioned earlier., the mathematics education group in the 
mathematics department at ISU is the largest such group in the United States ( 12 
faculty members) . Hone of the state institutions in Illinois that oifer a doctoral degree 
in mathematics education have more than 4 faculty members in mathematics education., 
\v'ith most having but 2. Also , the mathematics education group at I SU i3 among the 
most active in the United States. The brief vitae given later in this document indicate 
the Quantity and Quality of the activities of the mathematics education facuity' at I SU . 
,6,lso, the f3cult~' listed later in this document are only' those \v'ho are directly related to 
mathematics education . I SU is one of the fe\v' schools in the United States \v'here the 
mathematics education faculty are in the mathematics department . I n Illinois., onl y I SU 
and Nill have both the mathematics and mathematics education faculty' in the same 
department. This fact together \y'ith the fact that excellent \v'orking relationships exist 
bet\v'een the pure and applied mathematicians and the mathematics educators further 
conttibute to the overall quality of instruction students \v'ill receive in the Ph. D. 
program at I SU . 
21 . STUDEHT DEMAHD fOR THE PROGRAM 
There is good reason to believe that student demand for the program 'v/i11 be high . Als o, 
''lie have received several formal inquiries concerning the proposed program ( see 
Appendix A) . First, as indicated earlier, there are fe'," institutions \v'here a person 
interested in mathematics teacher education can obtain a Ph. D. in Mathematics 
Education . And second, there appears to be a tligh positive correlation bet\v'een the 
number of mathematics education faculty and the number of doctoral students in the 
Ph . D. program. The only other doctoral program in mathematic~ education in the 
United States that has a comparable number of mathematics education faculty ( 10) is 
The University of Georgia. The'>, have approximately 15 full-time doctoral students in 
their program . There is reason to believe that a large active faculty in mathematics 
education, slJch as the faculty at Illinois State University, 111m attract a large number of 
doctoral students . 
I t is also reasonable to expect that the enrollment in the Doctor of ,A,rts program ttlat 
currently exists \v'm al\v'ays be lower than the enrollment in the proposed Ph . D. 
program. The purpose of the D. A. program is to prepare students to be outstanding 
teachers of mathematics content courses primarily at communit'>' colleges . Most of the 
students pursuing the D. A. degree are currently employed at community or small 
colleges and are not required to complete this degree to stay in their present position . 
Rather, the D. ,A,. degree at best might provide a salary increment . Therefore , most 
students interested in the D. A. program are interested in the program for personal 
reasons and not because the degree is required for entry into their profes~jon ( teaching 
mathematics at the community or small college level) . On the other hand, people 
interested in careers as mathematics educators in colleges or universities need the 
Ph . D. degree to entet- the profession . Therefore . 'vie expect the enrollment in the 
Ph. D. program to ·cc~,:"e~tcr thsi1 the enrollment in the D. A. program. 
22. DEMAHD FOR THE PROGRAM GRADUATES 
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Graduates of undergraduate, M. S. > and D. A. programs in Illinois State Universi·ty·s 
Department of Mathematics have alw'ays been in demand. This is retlective of the high 
regard given the Department's programs and faculty by members of the professional 
community . The strong demand for the University's graduates from the Mathematics 
Department is also reflective of the Department's commitment to high quality teaching, 
research, and comprehensive mathematics education, 
The likelihood of future demand for graduates of the proposed program can be 
documented in the gro\v'th in school mathematics programs and the increased demand for 
teachers of undergraduate mathematics and mathematics education courses , As stated 
earlier in the proposal, undergraduate demands t'or mathematics have increased at 
Illinois state universities by over 81 percent duting the past five years . Similar 
changes have been realized at the community college and secondary school levels . 
While overall student population has dropped in several suburban high schools in the 
Chicago area, their overall demand for mathematics has increased . "This pattern. 
combined 'vIith increased college entrance requirements in mathematics,. 'vIill continue the 
demand for qualified teachers and, thus, teachers of teachers of mathematics. 
Data from the National Research Council and other sources indicate that demand 'viill be 
at least t'vlice the supply in the foreseeable future . That is, the annual demand 'vIill be 
at least t'vlice the best expecte9 supply. To meet this need, it is expected that the 
number of undergraduate mathematics education maj ors 'vIill increase and the demand for 
the retraining of teachers currently certified in other disciplines 'vIill gro'vl . Evidence of 
the need for more trainers of mathematics teachers retlects the increasing shortages of 
qualified mathematics teachers. In the spring of 1985, Illinois colleges and universities 
opened nine positions in mathematics education. National1~1 > there 'vIere approxima tely 
40 advertisements for mathematics teacher educators in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education in 1982-83; 70 advertisements in 1983-84; 100 advertisements in 
1984-85; and over 125 advertisements in 1985-86. Graduates of the proposed 
program \v'ould have met the requirements of these advertised positions. Also, a 
survey of three of the leading mathematics education doctoral programs in the United 
States sho'vls that the number of mathematics education doctoral students is gro'vling, 
but the number of students graduating 'vIho are candidates for the advertised positions 
is still far belo'vl the national need as documented by the number of advet"tised 
positions . In the last 3 years .. The University of Georgia has graduated 15 students , 
The University of Wisconsin, 20 students, and I ndiana University . 12 students . 
Although most of these students are candidates for the advertised pOSitions . some at 
each institution \v'ere foreign students 'vIho left the country and others 'vIere ones \v'ho 
returned . after taking a leave of absence, to a college or university , Thus . there is a 
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cleo:Jr need for mo:Jthematics teacher education specialists in colleges end unjver~ities in 
Illinois and throughout country . 
F ACUl TV AHD STAFF 
23 . PRIHCIPAL FACUL TV 
The strength of Illinois State University' in mathematics education is \vell kno'w'n 
throughout the nation ( see attached letters of support for the proposed program ). 
The mathemo:Jtics education faculty in the Department of Mathematics is the largest 
body of mathematics educators at one institution in the United States . The 
productivity of the faculty is a mark of its capability to staff the proposed Ph . D. 
program . The experience of the faculty in the proposed areas of special emphasis is 
evident from the brief vitae given below' . Greater det:3il on faculty vitae are qi ven in the 
appendix. The research and grant activities of the mathematics edu c:3tion f:3 c ult ~' mark 
it as one of the most active in the United States and demonstrate the capabilities of Hie 
faculty to direct doctoral research . 
t'lembers of the mathematics education faculty have been, and continue to be, active in 
national research organizations and n~tional professional organizations . 
A sample of faculty activity: T'w'o faculty have been members of the Research Advisory 
Committee of the National Council of Teachers of 1"1athematics, one faculty has served 
on the editorial board of the Journal for Research in Mathematics Education , one facult y 
is currently an officer in the Special I nterest Group for Research in Mathematics 
Education of the American Educational Research Association, one faculty is on the 
advisory board of Learning magazine, and one faculty is currently President of the 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics . Presentations at national and 
international professional meetings and presentations at national and internetional 
research meetings are too numerous to ,cite . 
The mathematics education and mathematics faculty in the Department are noted ;:,s 
good teachers at both the undergraduate and graduate levels . All of the member~ of 
the mathematics education facult~' have experience in teaching at precollege levels and 
in vlorking 'w'ith teachers in teacher education . Moreover, the department has provided 
outstanding service and leadership in mathematics education to the state , the region, 
end the nation . (see page 31 for more detailed vita ) 
L \INN BROWN (Ph. D. , University of I wa ); specialist in secondary mathematics 
education. problem solving, and logic in the teaching of mathematics ; joined the I SU 
faculty in 1960; presenter at numerous regional, state and national conferences; 
pro.i ect associate in an NSF curriculum research and development proj ect aimed at 
developing training material for secondary teachers. 
R .~HDALL CHARLES (Ph . D. , I ndiana Univ ersit ~1 ).; specialist in elementary mathematics 
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education" research and curriculum development on the teaching and learning of problem 
solving, teaching strategies for mathematics" and research in mathematics education; 
.ioined the ISU faculty in 1982; author of numerous articles and books for teachers; 
member of the Research ,A.dvisory Committee of the HCTM . 
JOHN DOSSEY (Ph . D. , University of Illinois); specialist in collegiate mathematics 
education, teaching strategies, and concept learning; joined the ISU faculty in 1967; 
author of numerous articles; author of books for teachers and students; recipient of 
numerous a'w'ards for his contributions to mathematics education ,: President-Elect of the 
National Council of Teachers of ~1athematics . 
LOTUS HERSHBERGER (Ph . D. , Florida State University); specialist in secondary and 
collegiate mathematics education., diagnosis and remediation., and the teaching and 
learning of algebra; joined the ISU faculty in 1970; coordin3tor of a diagnostic and 
remedial laboratory ,: speaker at regional ., state .. and national conferences . 
PH ,~RES O'DAFFER (Ph . D. I University of Illinois); specialist in elementary 
mathematics education, curriculum studies, and geometry ,: ,ioined the ISU staff in 1968,: 
speaker at numerous regional, state, and national conferences; chair of the editorial 
panel fot: The Arithmetic Teacher; author of numerous books and :3rticles , 
KENNETH RETZER (Ph, D. " University of Illinois); specialist in secondary mathematics 
education, teaching strategies, and logic; joined the ISU faculty in 1959 ,: project 
director of an HSF sponsored proj ect concerned \y'ith developing innovative training 
material for secondary teachers of mathematics . 
THOMAS SH ILGAl! S (Ph. D. , University' of Illinois) ; specialist in secondary 
mathematics education, curriculum content, mathematics contests, and geometry'; 
joined the ISU faculty in 1967; director of the Annual Illinois Mathematics Contest; 
author of numerous articles. 
~,LBA THOMPSOH (Ed. D. , Uniller3ity of Georgia); specialist in secondary mathematics 
education, teacher education, teachers' conceptions of mathematics , and research in 
mathematics education; joined the ISU faculty in 1985; teacher in gifted education 
projects; actively involved 'with the Mathematics Education Special Interest Group of 
The Ametican Educational Research Association . 
PA TR I CK THOMPSON (Ed. D. , University of Georgia); specialist in elementary 
mathematics education, child development related to mathematics, and computer 
applications; joined the ISU faculty in 1985; developer of innovative computer 
micro'w'orlds for training prospective teachers; actively involved 'w'ith the Mathematics 
Education Special I nterest Group of The American Educational Research Association . 
C.A,ROL THORNTON (Ph. D. , I ndiana University); specialist in elementary mathematics 
education, basic fact t.hinking strategies, and methods for teaching mathematics in 
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special education; .i oined the I SU faculty in t 974,: author of several books for teachers 
on the teaching of basic facts and teaching children 'With special needs , 
BENNV TUCKER (Ph , D, I University of Illinois); specialist in elementary mathematics 
education, instructional aids for teaching mathematics , and problem solving ,: joined the 
ISU faculty in t 977; director of numerous 'Workshops on the teaching of mathematics ,: 
author of numerous articles and books for teachers on activities for teaching 
mathematics. 
BARBARA WI U10T (Ph.D. ) University of Illinois); specialist in gifted e.ducation in 
mathematics and mathematics anxiet 'y'; joined the I SU faculty in 1985; director of 
numerous 'w'orksrlops for students and teachers in Hie areas of computer applications in 
K-8 mathematics and teaching mathematics to the gifted . 
21. ADD IT I OHAL F ACUL TV REQU I RED 
T able IV -4 presents the total staff requirements for the proposed doctorai program. 
The ne'w' facult'y' and staff requested in this proposal consist of one faculty position (for 
11 months) and ten graduate assistantships . The data in the table report. the staff 
needs in terms of man-years . 
TABLE 1'1-4 
Staff Requirements for the New Program 
linE' Past Budgt-t 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Code Staff Requirements Year Year Year Year '(ear Year 
01 F aCIJ lty I Admin. 
(Total 02-04) 3.75 9.24 9.27 9.35 9.42 9.42 
02 Admin./Other Prof. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
03 Fac'Jlty 3.75 4.66 4.69 4.77 4.84 4.84 
04 Grad. Asst. 0.00 4.58 4.58 4.58 4.58 4.58 
05 Civil Service I 
St.ud€'nt Vorkers 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
06 Total Staff (01-05) 3.75 9.49 9.52 9.60 9.67 9.67 
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NOTE : line 03 rerlects the need for 3.75 staff year faculty (the equivalent of 5 FTE 
for 9 months) to teach existing courses required to support the proposed curriculum 
and en increasing increment of time required to teach ne\l co:.;:-see, advise students., and 
to direct dissertations. line 04 refiects the 10 doctoral assistants having 11 month 
appointments. Finally line 05 refiects the need for 10 hours of student help each week 
to handle the clerical tasks of the program. 
The Mathematics Department intends to appoint a faculty member in mathemetics 
education in the 1986-87 school year. The proposed program will require one additional 
f::lculty member in mathematics education to help with the increase in the number of 
courses to be taught and the number of students needing an advisor . This faculty 
member must have an extensive background in research and teacher education in 
mathematics education . In addition , the individual will be expected to have experience 
in advising doctoral-level students in mathematics education . This individual "/ill also 
be expected to heve public school teaching experience and experience in te8chinlj a \y'ide 
v::Itiety of gradll::lte courses in mathematics education . Specific areas \y'hich \y'i11 
complement and strengthen existing faculty research programs are teacher education , 
teaching strategies ., and r~search on teaching . Specific interests in the teaching and 
learning of problem solving or the use of technology in instruction ::Ire also highly 
desirable. This additional faculty member is needed in order to maintain the current 
high level of the Department's programs while expanding its mission to encompass the 
proposed Ph. D. program. 
25. ADEQUACY OF CURREHT EQU I PMEHT II HSTRUCT I OHAL RESOURCES 
Additional instructional materials, equipment, and space 'Will be needed to expand U,e 
current programs in mathematics education to encompass U,e Ph . D. Program in 
Mathematics Education . These resources will be needed in four main areas . The first 
of these is additional eqlJipment and space for observation, interaction, and research in 
conj unction 'With the Mathematics Clinic (a diagnostic-remedial program that services 
public school children in central Illinois "lith mathematics learning problems) . The 
provision of supervised experiences in the CHnic will be an important part of the 
program for doctoral students. The ability to diagnose student errors and prescribe 
remediation is a critical need in mathematics programs at all levels. . 
Second, funding 'Would be necessary for the addition8l microcomputer equipment to 
support expanded research activities on the teaching and learning of mathematics . The 
development and testing of microcomputer-based curricular materials involving 
mathematical concepts and principles require that additional microcomp'Jters be 
available both for development and classroom activities . The microcomputers currently 
available in the department \N'ill not support this demand for 'Wordprocessing, research, 
and curriculum development b'r' faculty members, not to mention additional graduate 
students. Furthermore, there is a need for the computing technolog'r' to be kept 
current if the research is to be of the most value . 
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Third, ~ddition31 support \Y'ill be required to maintain the level of materials available in 
the f"lathematics Educations1 Matci~;jl Centi::f in Stevenson Hall 302. This Center, 
perhaps the best equipped mathematics facility for mathematics teacher education in 
the nation, 'Will require additional support as its functions are extended to cover 
doctoral level demands in mathematics education. Most of these demands 'Would be for 
additional reference materials and specialized research materials related to ongoing 
research projects of faculty and doctoral students . 
Finall~/ ., the Mathematics Department \Y'ill require additional office space for housing the 
ne,,, faculty member and the doctoral assistants enrolled in this program . At present, 
graduate students involved in the Department's teaching activities are housed three per 
office in space designed for a single individual. 
26. ADEQUACY OF CURREHT LI BRARY HOLD I HGS 
The current library holdings and acquisition patterns for monographs . reference sources .. 
periodicals, and setials support many of the needs of this proposed program.: ho'Wever., 
additional resources to reflect ne,,, and emerging research areas of the doctoral 
stUdents and faculty 'Will be required. There is a need for additional research journals 
and books that describe the latest findings in the teaching and learning of mathematics, 
especially the research materials in cognitive science and artificial intelligence. 
27. ANTICIPATED IHTERHSHIP/CLIHICAl SITES 
There are no internship requirements that 'Would necessitate special off-site 
arrangements or costs . 
28. OFF-CAMPUS SUPPORT SERVICES REQUIRED 
Ho off-campus support services are required for the proposed program. 
ACCREDIT ATIOH AHD lICEHSURE 
29. ACCREDITlHG ASSOCIATIOHS 
There are no accrediting associations directly related to the proposed program . The 
proposed Ph . D. program in I"tathematics Education \Y'ould be regularly evaluated as part 
of the evaluation of collegiate programs and during regular visitations of the North 
Central ,t..ssociation . I t 'Would also be visited as part of the regular visitations of the 
National Council for Accrediation of Teacher Education . 
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30. T I MET ABLE FOR ACCRED ITA 11 OH ATTEMPTS 
The timetable for the visitations mentioned in Section 29 would match those established 
for similar programs during the regular university-wide visitations by these agencies . 
31. ACCRED I TAT I OH FOR OTHER DEPARTMEHT AL Pf.OGRAMS 
The current undergraduate and graduate programs in the Department of t'lathematics 
are not specifically accredited by any' agency . They' have received excellent 
evaluations from both the state. NCA ., and HCATE visitation teams observing the 
programs in recent years. Copies of those evaluations are on file in the administrative 
officies . 
FIHAHCIHG 
32. PROGRAM RESOURCE REQU I REMEHTS 
Table 11/-5 
Total Resource Requirements for the Ne'Y{ Program Request 
liM Budget 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Code Year Year Year Year Year 
( $ Thousands) 
01 T9tal Resource 
Requirements 1,815.08 1,784.88 1,784.88 1,784.88 1,784.88 
02 T ota 1 Resources 
Available From 
Federal Sources 14 .33 5.20 5.20 5.20 5.20 
03 Total Resources 
Available From 
Other Non-State 
Souces 21.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
04 Existing State 
Resources 1,504.24 1 )79.68 1,779.68 1,779 .68 l,779 .G8 
05 State Resources 
Available Through 
Intp.rnal 
A llocatiorl 85.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
06 New' State Resources 
Required (01 minus 
th~ sum of (02-05) 190.40 0.00 0.00 0 .00 
The breakdown of the figure shown in line 06 for the Budget Year is a3 follo"ils : 
07 Staff 161 . 30 
Admin I Other Prof O. 00 
Faculty 60.50 
Graduate Assistants 99. 00 
Civil Service O. 00 
Student Employees 1 . 80 
08 Equipment and Instructional 
t1aterials 20 . 00 
09 library 
10 Contractual 
11 Other Support Services 
Commodities 
Printing 
Telecommunications 
Travel 
Award and Grants 
2.00 
2.00 
5. 10 
2. 00 
0.90 
0. 20 
2.00 
0.00 
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0.00 
Table 1"/-5 contains information on the total resource requirements needed by the 
Mathematics Department for the proposed Ph . D. in Mathematics Education . The 
resource requirements are based on the assumption that there 'Will be a total of 10 
full-time graduate students on campus during the first year of the program ( 5 at the 
entering level and 5 having completed some of the requirements), 3 entering and 9 
continuing students the second year, and 12 on-campus students each year thereafter . 
The support level for these students (the equivalent of 10 full-time students) is 
calculated at the rate of $900 per month for a total of 11 months of Hie year or $9900 
per student per year. 
I n addition, the resource requirements call for the addition of one senior staff member 
at the full professor lev.e1 at a monthly salary of $5500, or, figured on an eleven month 
basis, $60,500 per year. 
Providing clerical assistance to the program 'Will be student help at approximately 10 
hours per 'Week . At a pay rate of minimum \v'age of $3. 35 per hour, a total of $1800 
is needed. 
Additional resources are needed to obtain computing technology for use in research on 
children's acquisition of mathematical skilL:; and for curricular development by faculty 
and students in the program. A main focus of current research is the integration of 
computing technolog'1 into the mathematics curriculum in order to create a more 
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interactive learning environment, This requires immediate access to microcomputers 
by both faculty and students in the program and also requires current computing 
technology , For instance, the \vork in artificial intelligence requires state-of-the-art 
computing equipment if it is to be on the cutting edge of effective research in the 
learning of matheml!ltics by children . Research in the use of video-disc technology as 
an effetive teaching instrument reQuires modern equipment as w'ell . Finally, video 
taping equipment \y'ill be needed for the Mathematics Clinic. For all of this an annual 
expenditure of $20,000 is anticipated , 
library materials needed to fully support the program include research ,i ournals and 
books in cognitive science and artificial intelligence that deal directly \y'ith the learning 
and teaching of mathematics at an annual cost of $2000 . This \olould a11o\\1 for the 
additional purchase of approximately 25 ne\o/ research monographs and reports and the 
addition of 3 - 4 new' journals. 
To support increased researctl requires additional computer usage , Based upon prior 
experience 1,1ith faculty research proj ects using the mainframe computer $1000 in 
additional computer funds are needed , The purchase of softy/are for the 
microcomputers needed by faculty in research proj ects should be $1000 annually, and 
UIUS $2000 in contractual funds are requested. 
The final resource needed is $5100 in the form of other support . Based upon the 
current operating budget for both research and teaching, $400, $400 , $50, and $1000 
I,y'ill be needed in HIe areas of commodities, printing, telecommunications, and travel 
respectively to support the new teaching and research staff . An additional $600 , 
$500, $150, and $1000 W'ill be needed for direct program support in the areas of 
commodities (for the Mathematics Education Materials Center and Mathematic Clinic), 
printing (brochures and reports), telecommunications (recruitment), and travel 
( travel to profe3sioMl meetings for recruitment), re3pectively . , 
a. PrOjected Increments in Total Resource Requirements may be explained 
a~ folloW',: 
Budget Year: During the budget year, the Program 'v/ill require the addition 
of 1 staff member ( $60,500), 10 graduate assistantships ( $99 ,000 ), 
student help ( $1800) the purchase of computing and other equlpment 
( $20,000), the purchase of library materials ( $2000 ), additional 
contractual funds ($2000), and other support ($5100) for a total of 
$190,400 . 
2nd Vear - 5th Year: The adjustment to the I"lathematics Depl'lrtment's 
base budget in the Budget Vear contains the reSI)urces needed to continue 
the program at the proj ected rate for years 2 through 5. 
b. Hew State Resources Required in the Budget Year 
The new state resources required by the program are as detailed above. 
Broken down by lines, these costs are as follows : 
07 Staff 
($161,300) 
08 Equipment 
( $20,000 ) 
09 Library 
($2000 ) 
These costs cover the salary of the new senior staff 
member, 10 graduate assistantships, and student help. 
The$e costs cover the acquisition of computing 
technology and other equipmen't. 
These costs cover the acquisition of research .journals 
and books . 
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10 Contractual 
($2 .,000 ) 
A total of $2000 supports the acquisition of soft\y'sre 
and computer time for research proj ech . 
11 Other 
($5100 ) 
This line supports the cost of the new faculty and staff 
and provides support for the clerical operation of the 
program . 
c. Federal and Other Non-State Support 
At the present time there is no source of either Federal or Non-State 
support for the program. I t is antiCipated that there \Y'ill be funded grants 
\Y'ritten by departmental members which will supply some student support 
from time to time . However, these sources cannot be counted on for 
continued sup·port for a program of an ongoing program. 
OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
33. PROGRAM COMPlIAHCE WITH OFF-CAMPUS GUIDElIHES 
The off-campus program guidelines of the Illinois Board of Higher Education do not apply 
to the present proposal . 
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FACUl TV VITAE 
~ Intra -Uniyers.ity 
~ Communication 
November 10, 1986 
To: Members of the Academic Senate 
From: Dixie Mills dJ'!\;"'-
Academic Affairs Committee 
NOV 11 1986 
In February, 1984, the Academic Senate approved a report on "The 
Baccalaureate Degree at Illinois State University", prepared by a 
subcommittee of the University Curriculum Canrnittee. A section of 
that document is attached for your infonnation. Among other charac-
teristics, the report included a statement that undergraduate 
degrees at Illinois State University should require no more than 124 
hours of courseY.Drk (p. 18). The report further stipulated, how-
ever, that departments should have an opportunity to present a 
rationale for an exception to the 124-hour limitation, and that such 
a rationale should be presented through the regular curricular chan-
nels at the university (p. 20). 
The Music Department has prepared such a rationale for the Bachelor 
of Music Education degree. Over the past two years, the department 
has studied its degree requirements and compared the ISU program to 
highly-regarded programs at other universities. As a result, the 
department is requesting pennission to retain the current require-
ment of 127/130 credit hours for graduation. The attached document 
presents the rationale for the department's request. Curriculum com-
mittees at the department, college and university level have 
approved the request. The AcadeRic Affairs committee unanimously 
concurred with the department's request last week. 
The credit hour r~irernent for the Bachelor of Music Education 
degree will be an information item on the agenda of the November 
19th Senate meeting. 
) 
THE BACCALAUREATE DEGREE AT ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
Report of the University Curriculum Committee-Committee to Study the 
Bac ca 1 au rea te 
Approved by Academic Senate February, 1984 
Members: 
Donna Brink Fox 
James Johnson 
Dixie Mills 
Keith Stearns 
Edna Vanderbeck 
Richard DalTlTlers 
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) IV. Recommendations: 
1. Undergraduate degrees offered at Illinois State University, 
including the Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of 
Science in Education, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Music, and 
Rache10r of Music Education, should not require more than 124 hours 
of coursework. 
Rationale: All undergraduate degrees should be attainable within a 
four-year time period. Many students take more than 124 semester 
hours for their baccalaureate degrees. Often this is a matter of 
student choice, such as a change in major or a wish to take 
additional electives. The goal of this recommendation is not 
to prevent a student from choosing additional semester hours of 
study but to prevent the requirements for graduation from making the 
attainment of a baccalaureate degree in a four-year time period 
unlikely. A program requiring 124 semester hours exceeds the 
minimum graduation requirements by four semester hours, allows 
students a choice of classes for the most part within University 
Studies, permits electives only above and beyond graduation 
requirements, and may demand that a student follow major 
requirements upon entrance in the freshman year. If program 
requirements exceed 124 semester hours, even a well organized 
student may experience difficulty in attaining a baccalaureate 
degree in four years. 
Ideally, most baccalaureate degree programs will permit flexibility 
for students to choose electives or concentrations outside the 
major. 
Through the existing collegiate curricular procedures, a College may 
elect to develop standards which differ from but are not in excess 
of the published standards in IV. 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
2. The major for the B.A., B.S., and B.S. in Education degrees should 
not require more than 55 semester hours in the major department. 
This limit does not apply to the B.F.A., the B.M., and the B.M.E., 
which are described in section II. 
Rationale: The long-standing guideline of a 55 semester hour 
maximum in the major should be retained. In the past, this maximum 
was applied to the comprehensive major; if the term comprehensive is 
deleted as proposed (Recommendation 5), then this guideline would 
apply to all ma j ors. It is understood that, in general, majors 
would not exceed 55 semester hours in the major department. 
3. The ma j or should not mandate more than 76 semester hours, excluding 
llniversity Studies hours. 
Rationale: The 76 semester hour limit should be seen not as an 
ideal but as a maxi mum to be approached only in rare cases. A 
department or college is obligated to. make a very strong case for 
mandating 60 semester hours or more. The 76 semester hour limit 
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includes courses in the major department and courses outside the 
major department but required by the major. As the number of hours 
mandated by the major approaches 76, the flexibility in a student's 
program drops considerably. . 
4. The ma j or and any University reauirements should mandate no more 
than 24 semester hours (including English 101 - Language and 
Composition I) in the University Studies program. 
Rationale: The University Studies program, described in section 
rrT .A., is designed to be rigorous by designating eight areas of 
study that must be completed and to be flexible by allowing a choice 
of courses within each area. The requirement of specific courses in 
University Studies in order to enhance the major course of study 
must be balanced against the need for flexibility in a student ' s 
planning. To this end at least one-half of the University Studies 
program should remain undesignated by the major and open to student 
choice. 
The necessity or desirability of a student meeting the require-
ment(s) for certification, licensure, or registration may 
significantly reduce the flexibility within a particular program. 
Careful attention must be given to extensive mandating of courses in 
University Studies by the major department so that the student's 
opportunity to register for electives will not be eliminated. 
5. The use of the term "Comprehensive" should be examined rigorously in 
Academic Program Reviews and should be eliminated if the term 
"Comprehensive" does not appear to serve a meaningful purpose any 
longer. 
Rationale: With the elimination of the requirement of the minor in 
teacher education programs, the original purpose of the 
comprehensive major as an alternative to the major/minor requirement 
was lost. Therefore, departments should examine the need for a 
"Comprehensive" major and a "regular" major during the program 
review process. Departments may prefer the designation of a "Major" 
with various "Sequences" as an alternative to the "comprehensive" 
and "Major" designations currently 1n use. 
6. Concentrations of 12 to 18 semester hours should, if possible, be 
offered to students who wish to use their elective hours to study a 
discipline without taking the requirements for a major or minor 
course of study. Departments could be creative in suggesting 
concentratiuns with a variety of emphases. Students who elect a 
ma~or course of study that ma"dates a relatively small number of 
hours (for exarlple. those ill the range of 27 -36) should be strongly 
urged to select a concentration from another department. Such 
recomwendations could be a part of the advising process and could 
dlso be included in catalog copy. 
Rationale: Students who complete the baccalaureate with only the 
University Studies component (48 semester hours) and the major area 
of study component (36-55 semester hours) can have as many as 36 
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hours of electives. Some students choose a second major; some 
choose a minor and electives. An additional option would be 
provided by concentrations of 12 to 18 semester hours. Students 
whose majors leave them with a relatively large number of elective 
hours may benefit from some advice that will provide structure and 
focus to their selection of courses. Such counseling could also be 
used to direct them toward concentrations that will complement or 
strengthen mastery of their major area of study. Some possible 
areas for concentrations include communications. fine arts, applied 
computer sciences, business administration, among others. 
7. Programs not conforming to these guidelines will be scrutinized 
during the regularly scheduled Academic Program Review process. 
Departments will have the opportunity to present a rationale for 
such exceptions differing from the guidelines listed above. 
Department chairs should be alerted well in advance of the Academic 
Program Review that a course of study will be given detailed 
scrutiny; with sufficient time to make careful decisions, 
departments may examine a course of study and either modify its 
requirements or develop a complete, persuasive document explaining 
to the academic community the need for an exception to these 
guidelines. 
If a department wishes to secure authorization of a course of study 
differing from these guidelines or for course requirements which 
exceed these guidelines, it should present such a rationale 
through the regular curriculum channels of the University. The 
regular curriculum channels include the Department Curriculum 
Committee~ the College Curriculum Committee, Council of Teacher 
Education if necessary, University Curriculum Committee, Dean of 
Instruction and Academic Senate. 
Rationale: Individual circumstances do have an impact on degree 
programs. Adjustments in program requirements may cause 
far-reaching consequences. As a result, careful and deliberate 
study of proposed changes in program requirements is essential in 
curriculum planning and development. Nevertheless, it is important 
that a program exceeding these guidelines on semester hour 
requirements be scrutinized thoroughly. The Academic Program Review 
process is the appropriate avenue for the conduct of this study. 
Each college examines its programs on a five year cycle (see 
Appendix C) and works in conjunction with the Associate Provost and 
Dean of Instruction in planning for the future of each program. 
This process of deliberate academic planning provides the 
opportunity for the careful study of programs which do not meet the 
guidelines above. 
There is no implicit or explicit guarantee tha t , after the re vi ew 
process, courses of study will conform to the gu i delines herein. 
However, it is understood that if programs or courses of study are 
to exceed the limits stated in IV. 1, 2, or 3, they must be based on 
a convincing rationale preferably drawn from currlcular patterns at 
leading universities in the United States in the discipline 
involved. 
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COLLEGE SUMMARY 
At the University Curriculum Committee meeting on September 26, the issue of 
reducing the hours required for the Bachelor of Music Education Degree will be 
discussed. We would like to request your support in seeking an exemption to the 
124-hour limit. With the full support of departmental and college curriculum 
committees, we submit the following rationale and hope that you will give serious 
consideration to the exceptional conditions that warrant this request. 
The Bachelor of Music Education degree, unlike the liberal arts degree with a music 
major, is universally considered a professional degree, a distinction that implies a 
thorough preparation in the many diverse aspects of basic musicianship and 
performance. Guidelines for the varied areas of competency required for music 
education graduates are clearly defined by our major accrediting agency, the National 
Association of Schools of Music. As a professional degree program, we feel that the 
BME is distinct from other undergraduate education programs in the University and 
as such should qualify for an exception to the 124-hour policy. 
With the present 127-130 hour program requirement, there are no electives to be 
eliminated. Reductions would have to be made in the content area which currently 
stands at 57-60 hours, a total which already falls below the minimal requirements set 
down by NASM. The curricular structure called for by NASM is 120-132 semester 
hours: 50% in credits in musicianship and performance; 30% to 35% in general 
studies; and 15% to 20% in professional education. At present, our program per-
centages are: 46% for music, 36% for general studies, and 17% for professional 
education. 
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In number of hours required in music (57-60), we already rank substantially 
below similar institutions. The Bachelor of Music Education program at the Univer-
sity of Illinois, for example, requires 79 hours in music with 13 hours of electives 
to provide additional experience in performance and musicianship. The same 
program at Northern Illinois University requires 68-70 hours in this area. It 
should be noted that the BME programs at both these institutions exceed 124 hours 
despite the fact that their students have fewer general studies hours required. 
Outside consultants, who recently reviewed our music programs, were unanimous 
and frank in concluding that our present requirements in music are barely adequate 
to meet the professional competencies set down by NASM. The comments of these 
) highly regarded educators, highlighted in the attached reports, leave little doubt 
that a reduction to 124 hours would place ISU graduates at a severe disadvantage 
when competing with other graduates. A reduction in music hours also counters 
the growing national concern for more subject content in teacher training. The 
adverse effects of such reductions were recently demonstrated when the Program 
Review identified a weakness in the conducting skills of our graduates. This 
problem was easily traced to an action taken several years ago when we reduced the 
number of required hours in the area of conducting. 
In an attempt to resolve this problem while keeping the music requirements intact, 
numerous alternatives have been explored: 1) including art history and music 
history within general studies requirements; 2) substituting similar art and music 
methods for 4 hours of C&I 200.02 and 200 .. 04 as professional education requirements; 
3) substituting Psychology 112, Child and Adolescent Development for C&I 210. 
(Catalog descriptive copy is almost identical for these two courses.) At present 
these do not appear to be viable alternatives. In view of this, the department and 
) 
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college respectfully request an exception to maintain our present program 
requirements. In summary, our justification is as follows: 
1. The BME is a professional degree--a specialized degree--an 
exception to the 124 rule should not be precedent-setting. 
2. Program Review and follow-up studies confirmed that further 
reduction of music education credits would place ISU graduates 
at a severe disadvantage in comparison to graduates of other programs. 
3. Consultants 'Glidden and Hoffer strongly recommend no reductions in 
music requirements. 
4. BME programs at the University of Illinois and Northern Illinois 
University, which exceed 124 hours, have more music requirements. 
5. IS UI s reputation in teacher training has been considerable. It should 
not be jeopardized now. 
6. Because 80% of the jobs for beginning · music teachers require teaching 
at the elementary, junior high, and high school levels, beginning 
music teachers are required to have an unusually broad preparation. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Music Department requests an exemption for its Bachelor of Music Education 
degree from the policy of a maximum of 124 hours required for all baccalaureate 
degrees at Illinois State University for a variety of reasons. Catalogs of other 
~omparable institutions in the mid-west have been examined; the two most obvious 
facts which became evident are that 1) ISU requires the lowest total number of 
hours for a baccalaureate degree and certification in K-12 music education and 2) 
ISU requires the lowest number of hours in the major field. Two highly-esteemed 
persons, both are professors at major state universities and both are widely-
experienced as consultants, were brought to the campus for several days of observa-
tions and conversations. Dr. Charles Hoffer teaches at the University of Florida; 
he taught for almost twenty years at Indiana University, and was supervisor of music 
in the public schools in the St. Louis area. He has recently' been elected national 
President of the Music Educators National Conference, an organization of 55,000 
music teachers at all levels, pre-school through graduate school. Dr. Robert 
Glidden is the Dean of the School of Music at Florida State University; prior to 
that he was Dean of the College of Music at Bowling Green State University (Ohio). 
He is the national president of Pi Kappa Lambda, the honor society in music and was 
recently elected national president of the National Association of Schools of 
Music, an organization of some 500 schools and departments of music in American 
colleges and universities. Copies of their reports are attached. 
The BME degree at Illinois State University is a professional rather than a 
liberal arts degree. Students choose it specifically because they want a degree 
program which leads to certification to teach music in Illinois and because it 
provides strong emphasis in the major field. Even so, the number of hours required 
in music in the BME degree at ISU is less than at almost any comparable school in 
the mid-west and is less than is recommended as a minimum by the National Association 
of Schools of Music. In none ~f the sequences available is there even one hour of 
)lective available. Obviously any reduction in the total number of hours would 
Ilecessitate a reduction in the number of hours in the major field. ISU might 
find it difficult to compete with its sister institutions for excellent, professionally-
oriented students if the BME degree were weakened by reducing the number of hours re-
quired in music. ISU might also find it more difficult to place its graduates in 
teaching jobs if their preparation in their major field were substantially weakened. 
The education of musicians is unique because: 
1. music is the only subject area in the university which presupposes many 
years of private study prior to matriculation and requires that each 
applicant demonstrate proficiency to gain admission. Many students begin 
the study of music at age five or six; virtually no one who wishes to make 
a career in music can begin studying music as a college freshman. 
2. music students consitute a special population in the universtiy. They are 
generally more talented and have higher average ACT scores than the univer-
sity population as a whole and therefore can, and do, enroll for more than 
15 6r 16 hours each semester. (Eight semesters of 16 hours each yields 
128 hours). 
3. music is a profession; society in general, and school officials in 
particular, expect considerable expertise from people with baccalaureate 
degrees in music. A first-year instrumental music teacher must have 
mastered the fingerings, the correct embouchures, and the basics of 
good tone production on all instruments. This knowled ge cannot be deferred 
to graduate study. Increasingly often, school music jobs involve the 
teaching of vocal as well as instrumental music, thus requlrlng even broader 
preparation in music for prospective teachers. ISU graduates in music have 
enjoyed a placement rate very near 100 percent. A deterioration in the 
preparation in the major field may erode this enviable placement rate. 
The National Association of Schools of J1usic states the following about the education 
of musicians: 
"Musicians share common professional needs; for example, each to some extent 
must be a performer, a listener, an historian, a composer, a theorist, and a 
teacher. For this reason, certain subject matter areas and learning processes 
are common to all baccalaureate degree programs in music" 
"Basic musicianship is developed instudies that prepare the student to function 
in a variety of musical roles, both primary and supportive. All undergraduate 
curricula should therefore provide the following: 
1. A conceptual understanding for such musical properties as rhythm, 
melody, harmony, timbre, texture, and form, and opportunities for 
developing a comprehensive grasp of their interrelationships as they 
form a basis for listening, composing, and performing. 
2. Repeated opportunities for enacting in a variety of ways the roles of 
listener, performer, composer, and scholar, by responding to, inter-
preting, creating, analyzing, and evaluating music. 
3. A repertory for study that includes various cultures and hjstorical 
periods. 
"Studies in other areas of human achievement (i.e., natural and physical sciences, 
social sciences and communication, as well as in other areas of the arts and 
humanities) are important in the education of musicians. The musician must be 
equipped to function and interact with the total society, to adapt to changes 
in society, and to fulfill a role as a public advocate for music." 
Many universities, including the University of Illinois and the University of 
Michigan, permit six to eight hours of music history courses to count toward the 
requirement in general education. The Music Department, and the National Association 
of Schools of Music strongly support a large component of general education courses 
in every degree program. The Music Department also respects the inviolability of the 
general education requirements at ISU. 
For the reasons stated above, and for others which become evident from reading 
the attached materials, the Music Department, respectfully requests consideration 
of its request for an exemption for its Bachelor of Music Education degree from 
the policy of a maximum of 124 hours for all baccalaureate degrees at Illinois 
State University. 
STATEMENT ON BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION DEGREE 
The Bllchelor of Music degree if! the "initinl pr()rn~~li()I1 .'ll c()llp{~i:lt.n 
degree in music. Its primary emphasis is on the development of the skills, 
concepts, and sensitivity essential to the profession~l life of R. mUflir.inn" 
(NASM, 1984, p. 50). In the role of music educa tor, the professional musician 
functions as a "practitioner who exhibits not only technical competence but 
also broad knowledge of music and music literature, sensitivity in musical 
style, and an insight into the role of music in the life of n11 people." fin 
essential criterion for the awarding of the Bachelor of Music degree is the 
evidence of these characteristics and of their contillllin~ development. 
Therefore, a mutually exclusive distinction is mnde between the Bnchelor of 
Arts degree which is a liberal arts degree wi th n ml18le mn,ior nlld the Ilnr.lwlor 
of Music or Music Education degree which is a professionally oriented degree. 
The education of the student in music education requires that ilulividuflls be 
prepared in breadth of studies (hence, the University Studies component) as 
well as in depth (hence, professional nlld content-!1w~cific edllClltioll). ('l'nblcs 
1-6 show the current Illinois State University requirements.) 
'l'he Music Educators National Conference, re{; .'lrtlecl [18 the pro('c8sional 
organization for music educators, recommends that all preservice music teachers 
"engage in a substantial amount of study outside music ill sllch h"().'1tl Rreas as 
natural science, social science, and the arts and hum~lIities" (m;f1C, 1972 , p. 
9). This recommendation is underscored by the NR tionnl J\~80r. i.'1 t ion () f Schools 
of Music in their most recent publication of guidelines for accreditation 
(1984, p. 45). At Illinois State University, mu sic education students acquire 
48 hours in Universi ty Studies which represent the bre.'1(l th of experience 
suggested by the two agencies. 
The Bachelor of MUAic J~ducatioll deGree pl'f~!,n.T·P.f1 f1tlldellt;~ ['OJ' LP.I1Cltillg ill 
the public schools. Therefore, the student who elects A CRJ'P-er ill teRching 
must develop competencies in professional education as well as brenrlth in 
general studies. 'rhis componen t is ful fi lled by the r8ltt' 1.1'8111(;tI t8 0 f thp-
College of Education for teacher certification. Professional education 
courses, offered by the College of Education, do include the "philosophical and 
social foundations of education, psychology of education, special education, 
history of education, etc." (NASM, p. 58). At Illinois State University, the 
professional education sequence consists of 22 hours (8 of which are student 
teachinG) for the Special K-12 teRchinr; ceJ'tificatp-. 'j'hp- r;onl of' th(; 
professional education sequence is to provide broad principles upon which 
educational practice is founded. 
Finally, it is essential that music educators aCfluire competency in basic 
musicianship and performance. A 8 tuden t may choose 0118 0 r ['OIlT' f101l11(;1ICe8 in 
the pursuit of the BME degree: choral-general-vocal (57 hI'S.), 
choral-general-keyboard (59 hI's.), instrumental-band (60 hI's.), OT' 
instrumental-orchestra (60 hI'S.). Specific competencies in musicianship and 
performance have been delineated by the I1F;NC (1<.:312) nl111 1'11\011 (1 <.:3 fH) . ' Tables 
7-10 are descriptions of music education competellcies with r:l listinG of those 
courses whose goals include the development of these competencies. 
It may be observed that the student musician takes a substantial block of 
music theory/history courses (24 hI's.). In 1 (3'12 , the m;tlC recommended that a 
sequential program "in comprehensive musicianship become the basis of training 
for all undergraduate musicians, replAcing fr[lgmented courses in theory, ear 
training, history, and literature" (p. 8). 1\ major goal of education ' is to 
lead students to see relationships among variolts n.re:1S of instl'lwtion. 
Comprehensive musicianship provides a forum for RIICf! integratioll. 
'1'he Program Review noted that major universities in the r1id\H~~t t'ypicflll'y 
require 127 or more hours for the BME degree (or its equi valen t). It IWS also 
observed by Dr. A. Peter Costanul (mu8ic education dLvi8ioTl ch:li.r'lllnn, The Ohio 
Sta te University), a member of the M8NC ad hoc corruni t tee Oil music teacher' 
educa tion, that most uni versi ties require 128-132 semes ter hours for the Br'lR 
degree (personal correspondence, 1985). It is evident that major institutions 
of higher learning give credence to the fact that a BME degree is more 
specialized than a liberal arts degree, necessitating in-depth preparation in 
musicianship and professional educl'ltion, whi 1e m.'1int,'lininr; n r;~np.rrll Aturlie8 
component. 
Of the total number of hours required for a mm der,ree, Ni\~m recommends a 
distribution of basic musicianship (50%), genenll 8 tudies (30-35%), ancj 
profe8sional educlltioTl (15-?of,). Wi.thi.1I thf' CllrTe'IIt1.Y l'C~q,Jir'('d 1;"{-15() hOllr 
program, basic musicianship accounts for 44.9-46.1%, ee nerai studies for 
36.9-37.8%, and professional education for 16. 9-11.3%. 
The MENC report emphasizes that it is impossible to develop all these 
quali ties and competencies in a four- or five-year perio(j, alld priori ties 
must be established. Of major importance durinr, the pref3(,J'vice period are 
. those qualities and competencie8 neces8flry to in8ure a ~'lcce8~[,ul first 
year of teaching; other qualities and competencies must be realized (or 
acquired) by a continuous process of Aelf-evoluntion mre! rl\;lld'y. The r;ood 
music teacher discovers many opportuni ties, bo th formal ancl informal, for 
improving his performance as a mUAician Ilnd teacher, and this proces8 
never ceases. 
At a recent meeting conducted by representatives of the Illinois State 
Board of Education, it was pointed out that teacher education pJ'op,rnms exist, 
in part, as a response, to an assesserj need h'y th'" cornmllll i. ty, [>11 h 1 ir. r1chools, 
and university personnel workinG in conjunction with onc 'Hl()tli (~ J'. ' I'h~ COU l'flC 
requirements by respective teacher education sequences nT'e not determined by 
administrative or faculty whim. Rather, requireme nts are set, modified, and/or 
updated accordinG to the exiGencies of the public flchool !;p:\f:ltill/; ~li_ \;tllll: i () lI. /I. 
direct example of this felt need is the effect of liB 150 and PL ~4-14 2 which 
addresses the special education students in our schools. As a result, it is 
now necessary to include instruction in special education within our methods 
courses in order to meet the needs of all students in a more informed and 
educated manner. 
The music education proerAm is one whose tencllin~ certifi.cnl;~ is " K-12 
certificate. The entitlement proGram certifies that our graduates are 
adequa tely prepared to teach cho ral/ ,o,cne 1'31 mils i.e from kinde !'f;:l J' t~n th rour,h the 
senior year of high school or to teach instrument"l music from fourth or fifth 
Grade (the Grades in which bAnd flnd orchpfltrn IlI'e int.,'oclucrd) t.hl ' (JII/~1t the 
senior year of high school. Even minimal preparation for those tasks is a 
monumental one. Furthermore, as our students enter the teacllinG world, many 
sch'ool districts are hiring only those individuals vlho, a t the ou t s et, are able 
to teach not only the choral/general K-12 pro~ram, but also the instrumental 
program as welL This is an entry expectatio n on the pllrt of hirLIlp, personneL 
Music is a discipline where skills of listeninG, fHlnlY?'ine, ev rlluntinG, 
and performing (vocal and instrumental) are developed and r efined . Students 
are constantly in the process of Bloom's hiGher ordel' of eV.'lllUl tion, nnnlysis, 
and synthesis. These skills require time to develop. The curren t proGram 
offers a minimum amount of time for that development. 
With our current 127-130 credit-hour program, we are still below.the 
requirements for baccalaureate degree programs in similar ins ti til tions. Ou r 
courses are down to the bare bones limit. Outside consultants, as requested in 
the ProGram Review, have indicated tltnt Oil!' mllsic edllr~:ltion pro/;!':lIn is h!'lrely 
meeting the entry requirements for a public school music educator. We cA.nnot 
compromise the program still further by a universally preset mn.xilnllm of 124 
hours. 
Determination of hour requirements [or the IH·n! dpl~I'ee rnlt~lt i_ t](:llld(~ 
consideration of competencies required by NASM, NCATE, and the Sta te TeA.cher 
Certification Board; of the overall well-beinB of the students we :Jel've ; and of 
the integrity of the degree itself. To that end the following recommendations 
are offered: 
1) Permit PSY 112 (Child and Adolescent Development), 3 credit hours, to 
substitute for C&I 210 (Child Growth and Development) 3 credit hours; 
2) Permit MUS 261 (InstrumentR.l Techniques), NIJS ?6? (r,1Uflic l'!ducrttion 
K-8), and/or MUS 264 (Music EducR.tion 7-1?') to sl1bstitut~ for fOllr hours 
of C&I 200.02 and C&I 200.04 as part of the professiollfll edltcntion 
requirements. 
These changes, involving 7 credit hours, will enable the Music Educa tion 
program to conform to the 124 hour rn.qx:iHlum rnn.tldn.ted b'y the llo!lt'd aI' Il rge Tltfl. 
If these two recommendations are not feasible, then the fR.culty of the 
Department of Music respectfully petitions an exemption to the 124 hour rule 
and requests that the BME degree be maintained at its current 12'7 -1 30 hour 
requirement. 
Table 1 
Mu~ic Requirements for Bachelor of t-1usic Educatioll Dcgree: Choral-General-Vocal Sequellce 
Music 127 Foreign J,"ngll'HI(.> Diction ? 
167 Basic Conducting 7. 
262 Music Education K-8 4 
264 Music Education, Cho 7-12 4 
Major Ensemble 7 
Piano 2 semesters 4 
Voice 5 semesters 10 
Music 101 Music Theory/History 6 
102 6 
203 [, 
204 6 
57 !lours 
) 
T- ' Le 2 
Music Requirements for Bachelor of r·1usic Eduea tion lJeglcc: Citorul-Gcnclul-Keyboard Sequellcc 
Music 
Music 
Piano 
Voice 
101, etc. 
240 
167 
262 
264 
330 
Music Theory/History 24. 
Accompanying (2 sem) 2 
Basic Co nellIc t ing 2 
Music Ed K-8 4 
t-1u sic Ed 7-]) t1 
Piano Pedagogy 2 
Major Ensemble 7 
5 Sf'mestcrs lO 
2 semesters 4 
59 Hours 
'lable 3 
Music Requirements for Bachelor of Music Education Degree: InsLrulTlc nt<ll-Bilnd Sequence 
Music 101, etc. Music Theory/History 24 
Music III c,r. Rri1ss 7. 
113 Gr. strillgs 2 
115 Gr Woodwinds 2 
117 c'r Percussioll 1 
161 Mi1r.chillq nClIl (l Trcll. /. 
167 Basic Conducting 2 
261 Instrumental Tech (Mus Eel) 4 
Major ensemble 7 
Major applied instrument (7 sem.) 11 
60 lIours 
Table 4 
Musir. Requirements for Bachelor of nus ie l~d\lei1 Liun IJry I. cr: lw; Lt \1111('11 LIJ-(Jt.cltc~; Lr a ) ------
Sequence 
Music 101, etc. 
Music III 
113 
115 
117 
330 
167 
261 
Major Applied Instrument (7 sem.) 
Music Theory/ History 
Gr Brass 
Gr Strings 
Gr Wooc1wjllrls 
Gr Perctlssion 
String Pedagogy 
Basic Cond ucting 
Instrumental Te c h (nus Ed) 
Major ensemble 
24 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
4 
7 
ltl 
GO hours 
Table 5 
General Education and University Studies Re4uirclllcnts ( /18 !lo ur s ) 
---------------------------------- ---- - ------------- -
8 
8 
language arts 
science/math 
social science 
IIPER 
6 (including tlTner. 1I1st/t;ovcrllll1cnt) 
3 
Additional hours in the above and psychology (except ed psych) to 
total 42 hours 
University Studies Requirements -- If2 hours met by gen ed reg. 
Psych III General Psych 3 
one additional 3-hour course 
Pass piano proficiency prior to adrnlss ion to mm progrmn 
Table 6 
Prof essional Education Requirements [or Teachc r Ed IIcation (22 Hours) 
Psych 215 Ec\uc::ltional PsyrhoJpgy 3 
or C & I 210 Child Growth & De velopment 3 
C & I 200 Edl1c<1tion Core 8 
EA.F 231 Intro to Pit I 1 of r.c1 3 
or_ EM' 228 SOCiClI FOII(J(lCl t I PIIS J 
or EA.F 235 Historical foundiltlollS 3 
Student Tchg. 399 8 
Prerequisite for Psych 215, C & I 210 
Psych III General Psychology J 
Both Psych 215 and C & I 210 include cLLnlcCll ('XPCrLCllCPS 
) 
Table 7 
A. Performance skill in at least one major area 
Required: applied music during each semester except that in 
which they student teach 
Ensemble experience throughout the baccalaureate degree program 
Required: 7 semesters of ensemble experience 
Conducting skills 
Required: MUS 167, Hasic Conducting; 
MUS 261, Instr. Tech.; HUS 26 /" ~I\lslc Ed 7-12 
Experience in secondary performance areas 
Required: HUS 12h, Group VolcC', ~IUS 122, (;roup Pl<lllo; tlUS Ill, 
113, 115, 117, Group Instruments 
B. Analysis 
Knowledge of music history and theory 
Required: MUS 101, 102, 203, 20 /" thlSic Hlslory <llld Tllf'(lry 
C. Composition 
Compositional and improvisational skills 
Required: NUS 101, 102, 203, 204, Nusic History ano Theory 
D. Repertory 
All music students must he exposed to :1 l<lrr,e <llld V<lr l ed body of mtlsic 
through attendance at recitals, concerts, etc. 
Required: attendance at 13 recitals per semester 
Table 8 
Teaching Competencies required of Husic Euucators 
Required: Education Core 200; NUS 261, Instrumental Techniques; 
HUS 262, Nusic Education K-8; NUS 264, Nllsic Education 7-12; 
Student Teaching 399; PSY 215, Educational. Psychology or C {, I 
210, Child Growth and Development; EAF 231, Introduction to 
Philosophy of Education or E.AF 228, Social Foundations, or EAF 
235, Historical Foundations 
Table 9 
Essential Competencies: Vocal/Choral or General Specialization 
A. Performance ability on keyboard alld frf'ttrd instrttllH'lIts surrlclrnt 
to employ these ins truments as teach illg tools 
Required: NUS J 22, Gr(lup Piano or np!, 1 i I'd 1 rSSOIlS; NllS 2(J2, 
Nuslc Education K-8; NUS 330, Plallo I'edar,ogy 
B. Ability to transpose and improvise accompanill1('nts 
Required: NUS 262, Husic Education K-8 
C. Sufficient vocal skill to assure effective lise of the voice in 
demonstrations 
Required: NUS 126, Group Voice or applied lessons; (Vocal 
Pedagogy) 
D. Experience in solo vocal performance 
Required: NUS 126, Groltp Voice or applied If'ssol1s; ~IUS 262, 
Husic Education K-8; NUS 26 /" ~1tISJC Fdllcnt ion 7-1 ~ 
E. Performance experiences with wind, stril1g, amI percl1ss1on Instrlllllents 
Required: NUS 262, Nusic Education K-8 
F. Laboratory experiences in accompan yillg 
Required: NUS 240, Accompally ing 
Table 10 
Essential Competencies: Instrumental Specializa tioll 
A. Knowledge of and performance ability on wind, string, <tnt! pe rcussion 
instruments sufficient to teach beginning students effectivcty in 
heterogeneous or homogeneous groups 
Required: BUS 111, Group Brass; HUS 113, Group Strings, NUS 115, 
Group Woodwinds; NUS 117, Group Pe r cus sion; HUS 261, In s trumental 
Techniques; MUS 330, String Pedagogy 
B. Experiences in solo instrumental performance, as well as in both small 
and large instrumental ensembles 
Required: applied lessons; ~'US III, '13, lIS, 117; ~IUS 261, 
Instrumental Techniques; Hajor ensemble 
C. Experiences in the use of the singing voic e in class or enscmble 
Required: BUS 101, 102, 203, 204, Husic Theory and History 
IU. Laboratory experiences in tE'<lchlnr, hrglnnfnr, instnllT1cnt<ll studellts-
individually, in small groups, and in larger classes 
Required: NUS 261, lnst rumentrll Techn i qllf'S; ~'US 1 fi 1, ~I:lr('h i ng 
Band Techniques; Student Teaching; HUS 330, String Pedagogy 
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Table 11 
Psychology ami C & 1 Course Proposal 
C & 1 210 Course description 3 IIrs. Child Growth & Development 
Physical, social, emotion;tl and mental devE'topment of the r.ltf lei 
from conception through adolescence; methud9 of studyLllg chiLdren 
and their behavior 
PSY 111 required. Not for credit if had PSY 112. 
Incl. Clin. Exp. 
PSY 215 3 IIrs. Educational Psychology 
Applicat ion of psychology to edllcnt i on cover tllP. hlllnrll1 lrn rnlnr, :In 
Rchool setting; evaluation And meAsurement of leArlllnp, ontcomes, 
developmental factors and learning, and social factors of learnillg. 
PSY 111 reqllired. Designed for prospective h.lgll schuul tencllers. 
Inc. Clin. Exp. 
PSY 112 3 II rs . Child Alld Adolescent Development 
Pysical, social, emot ion<11 nnd mental development 0 f the ch Uti from 
conception through adolescence 
PSY 111 required. Nut for credit if hnt! C & 1 210 
Propm~e to Cotlncil of Tencller Edtlcntion thrlt T'SY 11'l IH' n1 ImH'd In fllifill 
teacher education requirement as well as serve [or University Studies. 
The three mAjor mllsic methods cOllrsps (7.('1, 7.(,? 7(,/,) fnr1wlr rx'nll1f".1tioll 
of respective stAges of child development ,lilt! thei.r nppUcnt LUll to the teAch-
ing of music in the Bchools. 
COURSES WITH CLINICAL EXPERIEttCES 
Husic 262 
Husic 26/. 
Music 261 
lfus Ed K-8 
Husic Ed 7-12 
Instr Tech 
Music Ill, 113, 115, 117 
Music 161 
Education Core 200 
PSY 215 
C&I 210 
25 hOllrs 
25 hO\lrs 
25 hOllrs 
10 hours each 
10 hou rs 
There are sufficient hours of clinical expprj PTlCCS i.n thp metllocls courses that PSY 112 
without clinical experience would not adversely affect the requir ed 100 hours. 
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Department Summary 
1. The BME is a professional rather than a liberal arts degree. 
2. Program Review and consultant reports indicate that the amount of music courses 
currently required is less than at comparable mid-west institutions and is min -
i ma 1 a t be s t. 
3. Consultants Glidden and Hoffer confirm the report by consultant Elizabeth Green, 
which was devoted solely to the conducting problem, that an additional course 
in conducting should be added. 
4. The education of prospective music teachers is uniqu~ because: 
a. music is the only subject area in the university which presupposes 
many years of private study prior to matriculation; 
b. music students constitute a special population in the university; 
c. music teachers, particularly those who are entering the profession, 
usually must take jobs which require teaching at the elementary, junior 
high school level and thus require unusually broad preparation . . 
INTRODUCT ION 
During the course of my brief visit to the Illinois State University 
campus I met with President Watkins and Provost StrClnd, with lJPr'lll 80len 
of Fine Arts and Dean Dunifon of Education, and with Messrs . Chilln and 
Chizmar of the Provost's Office. Most of the time was spent with music 
and music education faculty members and students. I appreciate the 
courtesy and hospitality that were extended to me, particularly by Arthur 
Corra, Marge Kelly, and Bob Allan. 
This report is rather direct in tone, and I trust that it will be accepted 
as a sincere effort to advise with regard to a difficult curricular situation. 
I. Bachelor of Music Education Degree Program 
) 
A. Definition of the Problem 
Any knowledgeable observer would consider the curriculum for 
the Bachelor of Music Education degree at Illinois State University to 
be deficient in music and music education course content, either by 
comparison with BME programs at leading institutions or simply in 
consideration of the skills and knowledge a young ' person needs to 
begin a career as a school mu!';ic teacher. The problem is caused 
t:>y a combination of the following restrictions: 
1. An unrealistic cap of 124 credit hours as the maximum 
that may be required of C'I student pursuing the 
baccalaureate degree at ISU; 
2. A rigid interpretation of what constitues "general education" 
for all baccalaureate students at ISU; and 
3. Some degree of duplication in content between the professional 
education sequence in the College of Education ,mel course 
work in music education in the Uepal-tlllent of Music. 
With regard to the above, in comparing the Illinois Stelte BME 
program with the one I administer at Florida Stelte University: 
1. Maximum of 12't credit hours required at ISU -- 1't2-143 
required at FSU. 
2. General education (University Studies pt-ogn~fll) t'eqllit-elllent 
of 48 hours at ISU -- 40 hours at FSU. The r-SU liberal 
studies requirement is '19 hoUt-s, but 9 hotll-s of fllusic 
course work may be applied toward 12 hours of requirements 
in humanities and fine arts. 
3. Professional education requirement of 22 hours at ISU --
"Education Collateral" of 10 hours at FSU. Mllch professional 
education content at FSU is t'Hlght through the professional 
music education sequence, which is counted as music content 
because it is taught in music education courses in the School 
of Music. 
The result of these differences is that music content at ' ISU is 57-60 
credit hours, at FSU 91-93 credit hours. It is not an overge'neralization 
to state that the FSU program is much more typical than that at ISU. 
I have called persons familia r wi til mu sic educ(1 tion Cll rricululll requ ire-
ments at some of the leading institutions (for music C'lnd lor music 
education) in the Midwest to inquire ;:thollt the Illllllhf't- of CI'('dits 
required for C'l uC'lccC'lIC'lllre;:tte u('qrf'f' ill Illllc;ic prlllc",tiol', <Iliff tllf' 11'''llbcr 
of semester hours required in 4(,llet-,1I pdllCC'ltifJll f'xclusive of music 
courses. The following is a summat-y of my findin9s: ' 
Tot<ll C PI \(' I <II Musicl 
Institution n.equired Educ(llioll Prof. Ed. 
--- '--'-
Bowling Green State University 130 - 133 30 100- 103 
University of III inoi s 130 2'1 , 30 911- 100 
University of Iowa 1'16- 1 It 8 53 93 - 95 
Northwestern University 128 2 '1 1011 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 130 '10 90 
- - -
AVERAGE of Above 133.3 311. 8 97.3 
Illinois State University 121t 1t8 76 
The comparison may be dramatized by pointing out that Illinois State 
requires 21 fewer semester hou rs in nlU sic and professional education than 
the average of some of the best music education programs surrounding it, 
or by stating that Illinois State requires approximately one full semester 
less work in the professional field than the lowest requirement (Univer-
sity of Wisconsin) among that group. (A list of the persons contacted 
at these institutions is attached.) In otllpr words, Illinois St<lte qraduates 
in music education are not prep<lt'ed to compete for tp<lching positions, 
or in initial job performance, with gt-aduates from leading institutions in 
its region. If that is the case, ISU will not compete successfully for 
good students in this field in the future. Thrtt would be unfot"tunate 
for an institution which has a long-standing reputation of quality in the ' 
preparation of teachers. 
It seems to an outside observer th .. t tile UME program at ISU is 
caught in an unfortunate squeeze caused by two factors: a Board of 
Regents restriction on the number of credits for a degree, any rationale 
for which seems both unwise and unnecessary, and rt University that 
may be suffering from a bit of an identity crisis. To the first point, 
one wonders why, in a free market economy, a governing board finds 
it necessary to impose a limit on the number of credits that may be 
required for a degree. I f the credit requirements are excessive rtnd 
the quality of the program not convincing, students will selpet other 
schools. If requirements are heavy but qUrtlity ohviously high, students 
will not mind -- they will select a progrrtll1 thrtt will prpp"re them 
adequately. I f, however, the proqr<lll1 is illlldeqll<lte tlH'y will not splect 
it even if only 100 credits are required. What is so "ri~lht" about 120 
or 124 hours for a b~ccalaureate degree? Why not 128 (16 hours x 8 
semesters)? One rationale presented by ISU administratot's with whom 
we spoke was based on the fact that students elect five 3- hour courses 
each term. However, music students, and probably most other in the 
University, certainly have many other requirements besides 3-hour 
courses. If it were found that students averaged 111 credits/term, would 
then the "right" maximum be 112 credi ts for a degree? 
To the second point, the perception of the Ulliver-sity's mission and 
the students it serves, it seems to this observer that thouqht should be 
given to the consideration of rrofessiollrtl lH'oqt'allls anu theit' needs, 
as well as to quality and content of lilH','(11 f'dttc(1tion, If I "Ill not 
mistaken, this institution is one whose h"c1cqrOlllld is lH'ill1<1t'ily <IS (1 
professional school with thf' IJI'il11""y pllt ' pnSp of pn'Jl""illq IH'Oplf' for-
the teaching profession. What is the riqlll lIlix of Iibel'<l1 pduc<ltion 
and professional education? And wily is it pt'ps,"nerl t11Pt-e is no 
"liberating influence" in professioll<11 COl II ' se wor-\c? Illillois Sl"te 
-- "2 ' 
U niversi ty is not a small I iberal art scali p.ge, rnos t of whose 9 I-adu<'l tes 
will go on to further educatiotl or training befure entel-ing a business 
or professional field. A number of its 9 radua tes are guing di rectly 
into a professional career, and while it is cer-tflinly to be admitted that 
they cannot be prepared to know ~~~~~~~ as they begin those, caree.rs, 
there are certain minimal requirements that cannot be neglected H1 theIr 
undergraduate preparation if they <lre to sllcceed. With (1n untoudlflble 
general education requirement of 110 hUlll-s <lnd Cl limit on the lolCll credits 
that can be required, the result is an undenlOurished professional cuntent 
in the degree. Some flexibility must be arranged in one or both if this 
program is not to be reduced to something considerably less thall mediocre. 
The University should recognize that programs in the College of 
Fine Arts which bear professional degree titles (BClchelor of Music, 
Bachelor of Music Education, or Bachelor of Fine Arts) <lre offered by 
"professional schools" of music, art or theatre. One ISU administrator 
commented, in reference to the Music Department, thClt "this is 110t a ' 
conservatory." Indeed not. But music is a professionCll school, or 
should be so considered, by virtue of the f<let that it offp.,'s prill1C1rily 
professional degrees, the BM and BME. Perhaps the University as a 
whole would be well served if its arts prog'-<lms wer-e recoqnized by 
title as professional schools: School of f\.1usic, School of l\rt, etc., 
within the College of Fine Arts. Those programs should thell be given 
more autonomy in establishing thei r cu rricula. 
Those professiollC11 are"", thClt <In' not prr<;f'lIlly (l('('(lIlIl1l()(\;llrd In 
the ISU program will be outlined in the "ex l section of this repurt. 
B. Professional Course Content Presently Lacking 
The following are areas that are not presently illcluded ill the 
requirements for the degree B<lchelor of Music Education at IIlil10is 
State University. While it would be ~11 exaguerflti(}n to sUS1gest that 
all of the following are required in <lll b"ccalalll-pate curricul<l' in music 
education across the nation, it can be shown that most of these 
experiences are required in most such pr-ograms. 
1. Chamber music. One of the most valuable <lnd pfficiellt 
means by which young people learn to express, themselves 
musically is through one-on-a-part ensemble perfonnrHlce, 
coached rather thall conducted. The expe,-iellce is vClluable 
because it forces interpretive decisiol1s <lnd musical commul1ica-
tion that are taken care of by a cOl1ductor ill a lal-ge group. 
Furthermore, accountability in ol1e-on-a - part ~JI-O\lpS is a very 
different matter from IClrge ellsembles. Chfllllbe" l11usic 
experiences are di fficul t to arrange, howevel-, bec(lu se of both 
scheduling and space problems. They require a great deal 
of faculty commitment and student cooperfltion, but they 
remain, at least to this obsf'rver, the most effective mefll1S 
of te<lching musicinn sh ip. There is no such requ i I-emen t in 
the BME curriculum at ISU CIt the present time, <ll1d although 
theoret ica II y such ex pe t- i enc e S <l re pos sib I P, wi tllOl' t su,h <l 
requirement there is 110t (I 1(I'q(> rnollqll nlllniJp,- of r,ttldp,ltc:; 
enrolling at <lny givrn timp fOI- tl1PI 'P to hI' ,HI rfff' c live p,'og'-<l1l1 
in chamber music. This is Cl sel-iults defi c ienc y which 
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would require approximately 2 additional cr'edit hours 
to accommoda te. 
2. Advanced analysis or a longer sequence of basic Illusician-
ship course work. At the present time I3ME students at 
Illinois State University have completed theit- work in 
music theory, history, and <1111-fll sl<ills Hy thp Plld of the 
sophomore year. 13pcause most music students in 11l0st 
institutions begin with very lillie previous experience 
in theoretical and historical instt-uction in the field, it is 
necessary to "start from scratch" when they enter the 
university as freshmen. Furthermore, there are critical 
skills to be developed, most specifically ear training and 
sight singing, and all of this must be done at the same 
time. To try to accomplish all of that in two years is 
not practicable. ISU's approach through an integrated 
course is an excellent one, but music education students 
do not have the oppodunity bec<Juse of the Iil1litpd credits 
required in their curricululll to till<p <1ny <1dVflnCpd worl< in 
analysis. That is the plc'ICe where most music education 
students in most progr<JlTls leC'lrn to analyze sco,-ec; to 
prepare for teaching and conducting. Such Cln (lddition would 
require an additional 2 or 3 credit hours in the curriculum. 
3. Additional study in secondary instruments or vocal pedagogy. 
The amount of time provided for instrumental music educ<Jtion 
students at ISU to learn secondary instruments is not sufficient 
to accomplish that task. It is presumed, of course, that 
most students will do a great deal of extra worl< in this area on 
their own, but the structure of the courses must be such that 
all of the instruments can be covered in only a few weeks each. 
Imagine a student who has never held a cello learning enough 
about that instrument in three weeks to teach beginners. The 
same would be true for oboe or- fOI- percllssion or- any other 
instrument one would nmne. Young people al-e pxpected to go 
into the schools and teach these vel-y tpcllllical sldlls, but most 
of them are simply not pn~pC1I-"d to do tll"t. I\lthol/gh not the 
highest form of intellpctu(li activity, l<llOwledye of instrumental 
performance techniques and beginners' problems with those 
techniques is critical to the beginning instrulTlental music 
teacher ..-:- he/she will fail without it. FOI- chornl 01- gelleral 
music teachers, the parallel problem is with vocal pedagogy. 
While instrumentalists need cidditiollrll time for study of 
secondary instruments, those who will he (Jellf'r." music 
teachers' or who will be secOIHJC1ry chorClI teflchf'rs Ileed to 
learn how the voice fUllctions, what youllg students call do 
and what they cannot do, alld how to teach them a t a young 
age correct vocal production. There is at the presellt time 
no provision for that in thP. ISU music educCltiofl cUI-ricululTl. 
To accommodate these needs, ClI1 ndditiollal 2-11 credit hours 
would be required in the curricululll. 
4. Advanced conductin q . neG1II~r- nf 11lf> lilllilpc\ cr pdil~ in til" 
professional fielcl, IIlil10is SI;-)tf> 1\"-,1: stlldf>l1tS ""vr> flO CldvrHlced 
'or specialized condllctin~1 inst'-IIr:tifll1. Thr-y fll" I-pqllil-pd to 
have one yellel-al cOllductillq COlli -Sf>, but th"t dops !lot pl-ovide 
_. " . 
) 
speci fic in struction for in s t rumenla I 01- chornl, nor does it 
provide laiJor<1lory expel-ip-ncp.. To cOITp.cl this deficiency 
would probably requit-e an additional 2 credit hours ill the 
curriculum. 
5. Orientation to music education. While such a course would 
be less common than all of the above ill Illusk cr/uc{llion 
curricula across the nation, it h<'l5 bep-n thp- qpnP-I ·{llly agreed 
philosophy in music education cit-cles fOI- approxim(ltely 15 
years that · students need to have an opportunity for observa-
tion of mu sic educa tion in a va riety of set lings, .md for some 
philosophy of the field, ~arly in theil- collegiate careers. Part 
'of the purpose of this is for advising, and part of it is to 
establish the base for higher motivation and dedication to 
professional preparation throughout their degree program. 
This is less essential than the above, but it would require 
an additional 2 cr:edit hours to add such a cout·se. 
6. A more varied ensemble exrwriellce. Pt'esp-nt rpquiremcnts 
call for large ensemble experience throughout the degree pro-
gram or at least to the time of the student - teaching semester. 
It is presumed that wind - percussion students will participate 
in the marching and COIKel-t bands, stt-ing students in the 
orchestra, and singers and' perhaps pianists in choral groups. 
However, those who will teach instrumental music in the schools 
today need to be prepared with the teclllliqllf's fOIO tp{lchinq 
. jazz ensembles, and then' is <'1150 (l pal ·(lIlf'1 in tllf' choretl field. 
It is true that these experiences are electives and are probably 
elected by nIany students already, but in many respects it 
should be the attitude that stud~nts not be <llIowf'd to graduate 
in music education without some experience ill these musical 
genre. To accommodate that addition would probably require 
at least 2 addi tional credi thou rs. 
To accommodate all of these additions to the curriculum lTlay not be 
possible at Illinois State University. The total of the above "needs" 
translates to 12-15 credi thou rs. However, the nUlTlher of deficiencies 
cited serves . to illustrate the undernournishrnent of I3ME cllrricul<1 at 
Illinois State University. The follow illy sp.ction of this report will deal 
with some proposed solutions to the problem. 
c. Some Proposed Solu tions 
The foil 0 win g s u g 9 est ion s rn <'l y b e 0 II I Y P <I 1° t i <1 Iso I uti () n s. "1I t <'In y 
relief in anyone of these are<1S would hf' of <lssist<lllcf'. C{lopf'r<1tioll from 
all quarters which would affOl-d some flf'xihility in e(lch of thp following 
three suggestions would provide the opportunity for the reestablishment 
of a music education degree program of quality. 
1. Professional education sequell ce. It Il<ls IH'cn . lH"oposed by the 
music education faculty that the second and fOllrth COlII'ses in 
the professional education sequellce (Cf,1 200.07. <llld 200.0 11) 
be eliminated as requir-PIllf'llts <1llrl th<1t tlH' COIl'PIlI of IIIOSf' 
courses be incoqlOl-(1tp.d illto IllUSic Illf'tlwds CollI-Sf'S (rvlUS 2ul, 
262, and · 264). It is IJIC'lievpd tll"t IllllCh of tile ploe<;Pllt 
content of 200.02 and 200.0" is alretldy covered ill tile 
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professional music educC'ltion courses, and this would gain 
4 credit hours for the BME curriculum. Further, it is 
proposed that Psychology 112 serve in lieu of C & I 210 
in the professional music education sequence because . 
Psychology 112 would also count toward the Group 5 require-
ment. This would gain 3 credit hour-s for the BME cw-riculum. 
Together, these proposal s, if approved, would 9a in 7 
critically needed hours for music education. 
2 • . Music history for general studies credit. It is standard practice 
across the nation that course worl< in music histor-y be counted 
for general studies credit. Because music histOl-y is taught 
integrally with music theory, literature, and skills at Illinois 
State University, this may not be an acceptable arrangement. 
However, if music education students were allowed to count 
the advanced music history courses toward general education, 
they would be adding additionClI music content to their curriculum 
and that would be very desirClble. Those courses (MUS 253, 
254, . 255, 256, 257, or 250) would certainly stcllld up with present 
general education requirements in the humanities area for 
academic rigor, and their content would be a valuable addition 
for music education students. Another alternCltive would be to 
restructure the present basic musicianship progrClm so that 
music history is afforded a separate credit, and accepting that 
credit in lieu of 6 hours of Group 2 requirement. Provision 
for this considf'ratioll is qivf'1l ill IV. 7. (pa~Jf' 70) of tlH> r-eport 
of the University Cun-iculurn Committee on "The Baccalaureate 
Deg ree a t Illinois 5 ta te U ni versi ty . " 
3. Some relief frorn the 12 1, credit hour maximum for the degree' 
program. While it seems gener-<llly believed by administration 
on the ISU campus that 124 hours is a ruling by the Board of 
Regents that is not to be questioned , ·one wonders -if the ' Board 
would be so adamant if presented with fC'lcts Clhout other 
curricula at other institutions for this same major. The rationale 
for such a limit seems extremely weak considering the 
consequences. 
II. Bachelor of Arts Degree in Music 
While I did not understand it to be part of my ch;lr~f\' when I visited 
Illinois State University on October 22 - 23, I WC'lS asked to mClI(e some comments 
about the rationale for a Bachelor of Arts degree proqrall1 in music. Time did 
not allow for a thorough study or discussion of the matter, but I am pleased 
to comment about that degree as viewed by the National Association of School.s 
of Music and by most universities across the nation. 
The Bachelor of Arts in mllsic is considr.n~d to bp a "ljeller-alist's degree" 
as compared with the professional I3flchelor of Music degree_ In OI-der to 
maintain some understanding abo,_1t the diffen~ll c e betweell the two degrees, 
NASM has insisted that BM degree prog,-arns contain at Ip(lst fiS~ mllsic content, 
whereas BA degree rrogr(,IIns in mllsic m;lY Ilot ,-r.qIJin" mon~ tl1<111 35 - ltO~ music 
content. Whil.e the 8M degrr~ is intendpd fo,- tI10C;p. ,wrsons who will pursue 
music as a profession, the JjA i-; intpndf'd fot- thosp whn wic:1t to r Oll c entr<'lte 
or emphasize music studies in theit- OClC Gllflllt-eilte pro9 t'Clrn, but whose c areer 
- (i -
CONTACTS RE BME DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
Bowling Green State University 
Professor Patrick Tallarico 
Chairman, Music Education 
College of Musical Arts 
419/372-2181 
University of III inoi s 
Professor Robert Bay s 
Director, School of Music 
217/333-2620 
University of Iowa 
Professor Steve Hedden 
Head, Music Education 
School of Music 
319/353-3825 
Northwestern University 
Ms. Nancy Rieck 
Coordinator of Student I nforma lion Services 
School of Music 
312/491-7575 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Professor Robert Petzold 
Head, Music Education 
School of Music 
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pursuits will not be in the field of music per' se. 8;\ qrCldufltes at Florida 
State University have gone on to study law , medicirH', business-relClted 
fields, etc., and many BA students combine music with another major 
lEnglishl communications, journalism, business, socioloyy, etc.). 
The curriculum for the Bachelor of ;\rts deqree, tIH'n, sllOuld insure 
a solid academic framework in the discipline , bl;t a millilll<ll level of pedor-
mance and other skills as compared with that expected ill the BM program. 
Most BA curricula require much the same course work in the freshman and 
sophomore years in such fields as music theory, literature, and history, 
as that required for the BM , but little in the way of advanced analysis o r 
performance skills. 
In institutions where a professiona l sch oo l of music y n mts the Bachelor 
of ' Music degree, often the Bachelor of Arts in musi c is qranted by a 
College of Arts and Sciences. Such is the case at ' Florida State University, 
although all advising for BA in music students is done by music faculty 
members. In cases where the Bachelor of Music degree is offered, the BA 
in . music is not expensive. UsuCllly, no courses at'e t'equired of the BA 
that are not required for . the BM, although one or two courses (such as 
general fine arts or aesthetics courses) that may be electives for BM 
students might be required for BA students. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS REGl\IUJING 
THE BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION DEGHEE PHOGHl\M 
AT ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
Charles R. Hoffer 
University of Florida 
The visit to Bloomington/Normal and Illinois State University 
was an enjoyable one for me. A consultant always learns from such 
activity. It also provided an opportunity to make new acquaintances 
and renew contacts with others whom I have known and respected over 
the years. 
During the two days I was at Illinois State University I was 
impressed with the professional attitude that prevailed among the 
members of the faculty of the Department of Music and with their 
desire to maintain a · strong Bachelor of Music Education (BME) 
program. Their concerns about the education they are able to 
provide the students are deeply felt and seem devoid of a sense of 
self-preservation or "empire building." I was also impressed with 
t~e cooperative spirit that prevailed among the administrators with 
whom I met. The attitudes of botll faculty and administrators 
increase the probabilities for arriving at a reasonable and equitable 
solution to any problems that exist or might arise in the future 
with regard to the BME degree program. 
There is, of course, currently a situation facing the Department 
of Music and its BME degree program that is properly causing its 
faculty much concern: the restriction in the total number of credit 
hours allowed in the BME curriculum. At first glance, the idea of 
making all baccalaureate degrees nearly identical in total number of 
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credit hours is an attractive onc. However, wheIl cxalllincucare-
) , £ully, it poses a serious threat to the quality and integrity of 
the BME degree. 
) 
The Bachelor of Music Education Degree 
The BME degree is, as its name implies, a professional degree 
in that it is designed to prepare students for a particular type 
of work requiring much specialized knowledge and skill. Any pro-
fessional degree program must be measured according to the extent 
to which it actually prepares its grauuates to unuertake their 
respective professional activities. If the degree does not do this, 
it has failed in its main reason for existence. 
The BME degree at every American institution of higher education 
is a combination of three areas: music, education, and general 
studies. Squeezing the needs of each of these areas into a four-
year baccalaureate curriculum inevitably involves a certain amount 
of give-and-take. If some acceptable accommodation cannot be 
achieved among them, either the uegree program must be extended 
beyond the usual four years or one or two areas must be weakened. 
In a sense, the situation becomes one in which decisions must be 
made in terms of doing the least damage to the integrity of the 
degree. 
Each area merits further exploration in this report. 
Music. The present BME degree program at Illinois State 
University is barely adequate in its preparation in music. Its 
requirements in music theory, history, applied study, and ensemble 
are at or near the minimum found in most credible m·lP, degree programs 
and the minimum standards recommended by the National Association of 
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Schools of Music (NASM), the accrediting body for music in higher 
education. The music methods courses are at the "bare bones" 
level with more content to cover than time permits. Class in-
strument instruction for the BME instrumental majors is actually 
below the minimum, with additional semesters of study in brass, 
woodwind, and string instruments sorely needed. The present one 
semester of instruction in conducting is definitely not sufficient 
to prepare future teachers adequately. The study of conducting 
necessarily includes learning score reading, baton techniques, 
listening skills, analytical skills, and rehearsal procedures, 
and then synthesizing all these areas and putting them into practice 
by actually rehearsing live performers. Wllile at Illinois State 
University, I had the opportunity to talk with several students who 
are planning to do student teaching next semester. They were 
unanimous in pointing out the amount of conducting as the major 
weakness in the present program. 
In summary, it is clear that no significant reductions can be 
made iry the present number of music courses in the BME degree 
without reducing the quality of preparation of the graduates, which 
would put them at a disadvantage when seeking employment because 
they would have less preparation than graduates of comparable BME 
programs. 
Education. The 22 hours of education required 1n the present 
BME program is slightly larger than required at the University of 
Florida, but such an amount 1S not untypical. It was not possible 
for me to conduct a careful examination of the content of all these 
courses. However, some of the course syllabi for the 200-level core 
courses were studied. The 200.02 and 200.04 courses appear to 
contain content and field experiences that are presently duplicated 
to some extent in the mUS1C methods c ourses. 
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It appears also 
that whatever is not now included in the music methods courses 
could rather easily be incorporated into them. The students 
interviewed reported that they did not find the 200-level core 
education courses as useful as the otllers they took in music and 
education. (None of these students had yet taken the "Philosophy 
of Education" course, so they could not comment on it.) Although 
not desirable, if reductions must be made in the total number of 
credit hours in the BME degree, a modest reduction could be made 
in the professional education area without major damage to the 
preparation of the students. 
General studies. At 48 semester credit hours Illinois State 
University is significantly in excess of the general or "university" 
studies required for the Bachelor of Music Education deyree at most 
universities in the United States. The total also exceeds the 42 
hours suggested by the State of Illinois for teacher certification. 
The difficulty in fulfilling the requirement by BME candidates is 
further compounded by the exclusion of any cours~s ill a student's 
major area, something that is done in BME degree programs in many 
of the country's finest universities. Such r~gidity is difficult 
to understand, especially when one considers the blanket exclusion 
from the requirement for students who have completed an associate 
degree at an Illinois community college. The inclusion of six credit 
hours from the major (i.e. music history) in meeting the 48-hour 
general studies requirement would reli eve th e pressures on pro-
fessional baccalaureate degrees si gnifi cantly. 
The l24-c r edit hour ceiling . The most frequ e nt s o lution to 
the three-part requirements f o r BME c a nd i dlltes i s to a llow a mo dest 
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increase in the total number of credit hours in the program. For 
example, Indiana University and Florida State University, two of 
the stronger programs in the United States, require 144 semester 
credit hours; almost all BME programs in the U.S. that seek to 
make their graduates competitive in the job market exceed 130 
semester credit hours. Such programs do not seem excessive or 
unfair, as long as candidates are not misled regarding the nature 
and requirements of the program. 
Because of the requirements ln the areas of music, education, 
and general studies that have been discussed here, it is clear 
that a mandatory l24-credit hour ceiling is not a reasonable one 
for this professional degree program. With the sizable university 
studies requirement pushing from one side and the restriction of 
124-credit hours exerting pressure from the other, the music and 
education portions of the BME degree program are being squeezed 
i~ ' an academic vise. It is difficult to imagine how anyone --
the Department of Music, the College of Education, the BME degree 
candidates, or Illinois State University -- will benefit from this 
situation. 
Recommendations 
1. The Department of Music should undertake an effort to 
correct the weaknesses in its present BNE degree program.- First, 
it should add another semester of conducting. Second, it should 
giv~ serious attention to adding an "Introduction to Music 
Education" course in the freshman or sophomore year. Such a 
~ourse gives BME candidates an earlier association with their 
chosen field of study, and it helps distribute better the large 
amount of material that is being includec1 in the present methods 
courses. 
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It also contributes to building a better professional 
understanding on the part of the candidates of the total music 
education program. Third, serious thought should be given to 
increasing the amount of group lesson instruction for the 
instrumental majors. One two-credit hour course is not suf-
ficient to prepare future instrumental teachers, for example, 
to play and teach flute, oboe, clarinet, saxophone, and bassoon 
after only three weeks of study on each instrumen t . The amount 
of study by choral/general majors in their secondary area (voice 
for the pianists and piano for the singers) should also be 
increased. 
2. The Department of Music should work, with others when 
possible and alon~ if necessary, to seek relief from the 124-
credit hour ceiling for the BME degree and/or the 48-hour require-
ment in university studies. It should not permit its program to 
be weakened and fall behind comparable programs without making 
that fact known. Most university faculty members and administrators 
will not knowingly weaken a viable and successful program. The 
Department of Music has an obligation to present its views fully 
and vigorously so that uninformed decisions are avoided in this 
matter. 
3. If no relief is possible iTI the program ceiling or the 
number of hours required in general s t udies, -then a reduction in 
the number of professional education courses required for the degree 
should be pursued. The most likely courses that could be deleted 
from the program are 200.02 and 200.04 in the core requirement. 
The content of these courses can be inco r porated into the music 
methods courses. For example, Dot h mus ic me th ods alld educa t ion 
core courses deal with the teach i ng of spec i a l populations 
of students and involve some micro teaching. 
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The coverage of 
most such topics in the music methods courses is more meaningful 
to BME degree candidates because it is more specific to their 
subject matter area. Because of the strong relationship between 
the music education and professional education courses, the music 
methods courses could be listed under both the College of Education 
and the Department of Music. 
4. The Department of Music should examine the possibility of 
offering a five-year degree program in music education . that cul-
minates in certification and a Master of Music Education degree. 
Such a program should be one alternative available for music 
education students; it should not be the only program available 
because it might discourage some students from enrolling at 
Illinois State University. The five-year program does have some 
advantages. For one, it provides the candidate~ with a stronger 
preparation for teaching music, and it allows them to earn a 
higher salary when they are employed. It could also help the 
Department of Music to develop enrollment in its masters degree 
program. 
5. If the "worst case scenario" comes to pass and recommen-
dations 2 and 3 cannot be achieved, three to six credit hours in 
music will need to be eliminated from tile present BME de~ree 
program. Although no reductions can be made without some damage 
to the preparation of the students, these areas might be considered 
for reduction: 
a) the seventh semester of applied study (save two credit hours), 
b) the amount of credit awarded for group lessons (save two or 
three credit hours), and 
c) the seventh semester of performing organizotions (save one 
credit hour). 
" . 
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Reductions in the requirements in these areas will inevitably 
produce graduates who are less educated, less prepared professionally, 
and less able to compet~ for jobs with graduates of other universities. 
I hope that my efforts as consultant have been useful to 
Illinois State University and the present and future students who 
pursue the Bachelor of Music Education degree there. 
October 9, 1985 
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Y. GE:\ERAL STA:\DARDS FOR GRADUATIO~ FRO\l CURRICl:-
LliLA LEADI:\G TO BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 1:\ l\lL'SIC 
A. Basic Musicianship 
Musicians share common professional needs: for example . each to some 
extc:nt must be a performer. a listener. an historian . a composer. a theorist 
:md a teacher . For this reason. cenain sUDJect matter area~ and learning 
processes are common to all bacc:J.laureate degree program ~ in music . Tne 
precise format and details of the curricula, utilIzed to achieve this breadth of 
skills and understandings are best determined hy the individu:J.1 institution In 
ways that are commensurate with its unique goals and resources. 
Basic musicianship is developed in studies that prep:J.re the student \0 
function in a variety of musical roles. both primary and supponive . All 
undergraduate curricula should therefore provide the follOWing : 
I . A conceptual understanding for such musical proper1ies as rhythm. mel-
ody. harmony . timbre . texture. and form . and oppor1unllJe~ for developing 
a comprehensive grasp of their interrelationship, a ~ the~ form a hasis for 
listening. compo~ing. and performing . 
., Repeated oPPor1unities for enacting in a variet) of ways the roles of 
listener. performer. composer. and scholar . by responding to . interpreting. 
creating. analyzing. and evaluating music . 
3. A repertory for study that includes various cultures and historical periods . 
The competencies suggested by these components might be developed 
in the traditional course sequence of sight-singing. ear training. harmony. 
keyboard harmony. counterpoint. orchestration. conducting . and music lit-
erature. or in studies combining concepts and skills in varying degrees of 
integration. 
B. General Studies 
Studies in other areas of human achievement are important in the edu-
cation of musicians . Students should have oppor1unities for study in natural 
and physical sciences. social sciences and communications . as well as in other 
areas of the arts and humanities. Since the musician must be equipped to 
function and interact with the total society. to adapt to changes in the society. 
and to fulfill a role as a public advocate for music. individuals should be 
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Curricular p:lltern, must h~ flcxihle in order to accnmmoda , 
of students. and Institutions are cncoura~ed to cxperlment 
ideas in curricular d~si ~n . 
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carecr optlun , 
with InnO\·alJ\c 
Some music courses. if conceivcd and taught in rclation to other realms 
of human cxp~rience. may be appropriatcl~ included In the cate~ory of general 
studle~ . Some music history or music literaturc cnurse, or cnurses in :i CO UStICS 
or aesthetic~. may meet this critcrion . Con\'crscl~. many area, of Inquiry 
from ~eneral education are directly supponive of ":irlOUS specializatiOn!-- In 
music . Lmguage study i~ essential to the student maloring in voice perf or-
mancc· o~ music history: computer science may b~ Important tc· the mu sic 
maior conccntratlng in musIc theo~ or composition . hiology and human 
physloiogy have dlrcct application fOi the student In music therapy : anG 
\·arious type~ 0: historical studies appl) directly to such music spe::ialtzatiom 
as music histo~ o~ sacred music. Th~ ~electlon of course ~ in ~cneral studle\ 
2rrropriatc to each particular area of music concentration is best determined 
~y the faculty anc students of each indl\·idual Institution . 
C. Residence 
~0 de~ree shali b~' granted hy a membcr school of the As soc iation unles~ 
the studen! ha \ fulfilicd the establtshed residcnce poltcy of the in st itution . 
D. Credits 
I . in lecture·discussion courses requiring outside prep3ration. one hour of 
credit shall be ~iven for one period of recitation (50 minutes) plu~ two 
hour!' of preparation each week of the term. in lahorato~· courses where 
Itttle outsid~ preparation i~ required. one hour of credit shall be gi\'en for 
two 50-minute recitation periods per week. 
., it is recommended that one credit hour be given for each three hours per 
week of practice. plus the necessary indi\'idual instruction. with a maxi-
mum of six credits per term allowed for the major subject in music per-
formance . it is understood that the credit is not earned unless the fmal 
examination is satisfactorily passed. Students should be required to have 
a minimum of one hour (60 minutes) individual instruction per week. or 
a comparable equivalent arrangement of individual andlor small group 
instruction. in the principal performing area. 
3. In order to earn one hour of credit during a summer session. the student 
must attend approximately the same number of class sessions and make 
the same amount of preparation as he would by attending a one hour per 
week course for one term during the regular academic year. It is usual 
academic practice to allow a student to earn one hour of credit for each 
week of the summer session. 
\,11. COMPETENCIES COMMON TO ALL PROFESSIONAL BACCA-
LAUREATE DEGREES IN MUSIC . 
A. Performance 
I. Skill in at least one major area of performance must be progressively 
developed to the highest level appropriate to the panicular music concen-
tration. Essential competencies and experiences are: 
a. perfornlance of a cross-section of the music from all styles represented 
in the compkte repenory of the panicular performance medium . 
b. the development of technical skills adequate to meet the needs of anistic 
self-expression. 
c . the ability to read at sight. 
d . panicipation in solo and ensemble performance . 
, Students must have ensemble experience throughout the baccalaureate 
degree program . The ensembles should be varied both in size and nature , 
and shou ld be chosen from those appropriate to the area of specializ:nion. 
3. Students shall acquire conducting and rehearsal skills adequate to exhibit 
understanding of musical interpretation . 
-l . Students should have experiences in secondary pc:rformance are:.ts. In all 
c:.t , es. functIOnal piano is appropriate and should be encour:.tged . 
B. Analysis 
I . Students must h:.tve a functional knowledge of the language ;md grammar 
ot music. 
, Students mu, t develop an understanding of the common clements of music-
rhythm. melody. harmony. timbre. texture , dynamics. fornl-a nd their 
Inta:!ction. and the ability to employ this understanding in both aural and ' 
\"i~ual analvsis. 
3. Students must be able to place compositions in historical :!nd stylistic 
perspective . 
-l . Students should be able to form and defend evaluative judgments about 
musIc . 
C. Composition 
I . Students must develop compos itional skills through imita(ion of traditional 
music:!1 styles. experiences in original compos ition . experimenting with 
various sound sources and /or manipula(ing (he common element; in non-
traditional ways. 
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2. Studenh should dcvelop improvisational ,kill, of a typ ,d Ie"el arpfl l -
priate to thc panicular music concentration . 
D. Repertory 
1. All music students must be exposed to a large and varied body of music 
through attendance at recitals. concens. operas and other performance~. 
2. Students should have opponunities through both performance and aca-
demic study to deal with music of various historical periods. cultural 
sources, and media . Students should have experience with Western concen 
music . contemporary "pop" music. music of non-Western cultures. folk 
music of Europe and America. and Western an music since 1950 . The 
balance appropriate for a panicular degree program is best determined hy 
the faculty and students involved. but each institution has the responsihility 
of ensuring comprehensiveness of music repenory in the total curricuium . 
VIII. CO~lPETE~CIES. ST A~DARDS. GlJIDELI~ES. A~D RECO\l-
ME~DA TIO~S FOR SPECIFIC BACCALAlJREATE DEGREES 
1:\ r-.llJSIC 
The Bachelor of Music degree is the initial professional collegiate degree 
10 music . Its primary emphasis is on development of the skill~. C0ncepb. and 
sensitivity essential to the professional life of a musician . In any of the roles as 
performer. composer, scholar orteacher. the professional musician must function 
as a practitioner who exhibits not only technical competence but abo hroad 
knowledge of music and music literature. sensitivity in musical style. and an 
in sight into the role of music in the life of man . Evidence of these charactemtics 
and their continuing development is an essential criterion for awarding the Bach-
elor of Music degree. 
While admission to a program leading to the degree will be subject to broad 
institutional admission policies. the emphasis should be on evidence tha t the 
candidate possesses exceptional talent, well-developed musicianship . anistic sen-
sibilities. and above all, a strong sense of commitment. Students should be 
evaluated and screened periodically during the degree years. 
Some provision should be made for independent study. defined as learning 
activities with a minimum of guidance but with appropriate evaluation of com-
pletion . 
The standards , guidelines and recommendations that fellow seek to ensure 
a commonality of goals. Indi vidual institutions and their faculty members should 
be encouraged to experiment with curricular patterns and modes. Experimentation 
might lead to major programs of study not specifically included below . such as 
early keyboard, wind , or string instruments: to interdisciplinary courses : or to 
other areas of exploration which appear in response to a changing society. 
Innovation in method and course organization is encouraged. 
For all Bachelor of Music degrees except those in music education. music 
therapy. and cenain combined curricula, it is expected that, regardless of the 
specific distribution, at least 65'7c of a typical 120-128 semester hour degree 
program be in music courses . 
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,J '"'accalaureate Degree in 'tusic Education 
Some of the titles for degree programs designed for teacher educ:llion in 
music are the iollowing: Bachelor of Music Education . Bachelor of \Iusic in 
Music Education. Bachelor of Science in \-Iusic Educ:nion . and Bachdor of 
Arts in Music Education . 
L Curricular Structure. Music education degree progr3ms typically com-
prise 120-132 semester hours (180-198 quarter hours). of which studies 
in music. including basic musicianship and performance. should compri se 
at least SOC[; general studies. 309c to 3S'7c; and professional education. 
IS '/C to 20 r c. Proiessional education is defined as those courses normal h 
offered by the education unit which deal with philosophical and soci31 
foundations of education. educational psychology . special educ31ion. his-
tory of educ:nion . etc . Although student teachers must be supervised by 
qualified music personnel from the institution and coordinating schools. 
student teaching is counted JS professional education. 
\Iusic education methods courses. such as elementary and secondary 
methods :lOd supplementary instruments. which are primarily music in 
content. may be counted under the music component. 
., General Studies. Competence in bJsic musicianship shall be emphasized 
in 311 music education degrees. In 3ddition to the common core of mu-
siciJnship Jnd general studies . the musician electing a career in teaching 
must develop competencies in proiess ional education Jnd in specific areas 
of mu siciJnship . The pro,'essional education component should be dealt 
with in J pracllcal context. relating the le3m ing of educ3tional principles 
to the student ' s day-hy-d3)' music31 experiences . Students should be pro-
vided opportunities for various types of teaching and observation expe-
riences throughout the period of undergr3duate study . They should be 
prepared to relate their understanding of musical styles and principles of 
all types oi music. including "pop" and folk music . Altention should be 
given to breadth in gener31 studies. to Jltitudes relating to human . personal 
consideratIons. 3nd to social. economic. and cultural components that gi\'e 
individu31 communities their identity . In addition to the major performing 
medium. optional sub-Jre3s of concentration for the musiciarHeacher might 
be conducting. composition. 3nalysis. or other areas related to the teaching 
speci3lization. 
3. Essential Competencies, Desirable Personal Qualities. and Recom-
mended Procedures: 
a. Personal Qualities. Desirable characteristics of the prospective music 
teacher are: 
I) the potential to inspire others and to excite the imagination of sru-
dents. engendering a respect and desire for music and musical ex-
penences; 
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2) the abih.y dnd desire continually to seek. evaluate. and use new 
ideas and developments that are relevJnt to music teaching; 
3) the ability to maintain positive relationships with individuals of 
various social and ethnic groups and be empathetic with students 
and colleagues of differing backgrounds . 
b. Music Competencies. In addition to those basic competencies outlined 
for all musicians . the following are essential for all prospective music 
teachers: 
I) Conducting. The prospective music te3cher must be J competent 
conductor. able to create accurJte and musicJlly expressive perfor-
mances. with various types of performing groups and in general 
classroom situations . It is important that instruction in conducting 
include score reading and the integration of analysis. style. perfor-
mance practices and baton techniques. Laboratory experiences that 
give the student opportunities to apply rehearsal techniques and 
procedures are essential. 
2) Composing and Arranging. The prospective music teacher should 
be able to compose. arrange and adapt music from J variety of 
sources to meet the needs and ability levels of school performing 
groups 3nd classroom situations . 
3) Performing. In addition to the perform:mce skills required for all 
musicians. functional ability in piano ami performance skills on 
fretted instruments appropriate to the student's future teaching needs 
are essential . 
4) Essential competencies and experiences for the vocal/choral or 
general music teaching specialization are: 
a . performance abil ity on keyboard and fretted instruments suffi-
cient to employ these instruments as teaching tools: 
b. ability to transpose 3nd improvise accompaniments; 
c. sufficient vocal skill to assure effective use of the voice in dem-
onstrations; 
d. experience in solo vocal performance: 
e. performance experie~ces with wind, string, and percussion in-
struments; 
f. labOl:'atory experiences in accompanying . 
5) Essential competencies and experiences for the instrumental mu-
sic teaching specialization are: 
a . knowledge of and performance ability on wind. string, and per-
cussion instruments sufficient to teach beginning students effec-
. tively in heterogeneous or homogeneous groups; 
b. experiences in solo instrumental performance. as well;./.. . both 
small 3nd large instrumental ensembles: 
c. experiences in the use of the singing voice in class or ensembk: 
d . laboratory experience in teaching beginning instrumental stu-
dents-individually. in small groups. and in larger classes. 
c. Teaching Competencies. The musician-teacher should understand the 
tot:1.l contempor:lfY educational program-including relationships among 
the arts-in order to apply his music competencies in teaching situa-
tions. and further to integrate music instruction into the total process 
of education . Essential competencies are as follows: 
I) 3n understanding of child growth and development and the identi-
fic3tion and understanding of the principles of learning as they relate 
to music: 
2) an understanding of philosophical and social foundations underlying 
music in education and the ability to express a r3tionale for person31 
attitudes and beliefs; 
3) 3bil ity to 3ssess aptitudes. experiential backgrounds and interests of 
individuals and groups of students. and to devise le3ming experi-
ences to meet assessed needs: 
4) knowledge of current methods and materials available in all fields 
and levels of music educ:llion; 
5) an understanding of evaluative techniques and ability to apply them 
in assess ing both the musical progress of students and the objectives 
and procedures of the curriculum; 
6) an awareness of the developmental process involved in becoming 
a successful teacher. and a further awareness of the need for con-
tinuing study and self-evaluation. 
d. Professional procedures. In order to implement programs to achieve 
the competencies identified in the foregoing sections. the following 
procedures are recommended: 
I) Music education methods courses should be taught by faculty who 
have had successful experience teaching music in elementary and 
secondary schools and who maintain close contact with such schools. 
2) Institutions should encourage observation and teaching experiences 
prior to formal admission to the teacher education program: ideally. 
such opportunities should be provided in actual school situations . 
These activities. as well as continuing laboratory experiences. must 
be supervised by qualified music personnel from the institution and 
the cooperating schools. 
3) Institutions should establish specific evaluative procedures to assess 
students' progress and achievement. The program of evaluation 
should include an initial assessment of student potential for admis-
sion to the program , periodic assessment to detemline progress 
throughout the program, and further assessment after graduation. 
4) Institutions should provide opportunities for advanced undergrad-
uate study in such areas as conducting . composition . and analysis . 
K. five· Year Program in Music Education 
1. Five-Year Program Leading to Two Baccalaureate Degrees 
a. Satisfying the requirements for two diffe ring degree programs. such 
as . 
I) The Bachelor of Music degree. typically comprising one-third gen-
eral education and two-thirds music : or 
2) The Bachelor of Arts (music major) degree . typically compriSing 
one-third general education. one-third music . and one-third elec-
tives: and 
3) The Music Education degree . 
b. The dual degree program must be considered as an Integral plan . not 
merely the superimposition of one curriculum upon another. Ideally, 
the integrated program would result in the awarding of the two degrees 
only at the end of the five- year period . The total hours of credit for 
the two degrees will approximate 150-165 . 
2. Post-Baccalaureate Studies. The requirement or encouragement of pe-
riodic collegiate study by teachers in service is established practice in 
many states and localities . In recent years certain states have moved to 
withhold final certification until completion of an additional year's study 
(30 semester credits) . The inherent purpose is to remedy shortcomings and 
develop new specialization interests discovered on the job. 
Such requirements may be satisfied by pursuit of a master's degree 
for which the individual is qualified; or a more structured course of study 
may be developed which might properly include subjects at either the 
graduate or the undergraduate level. The latter plan calls for one or more 
courses in the following fields as prescribed by the local institution: 
Music theory 
Music history-literature 
Principal performing field 
Secondary performing field(s) 
Philosophy, organization, or supervision of music education 
Related academic fields 
Related areas in professional education 
()I 
Northern Illilloi!'; IIniveristy . 
1985-06 en tn log, Page 269-270 
Ills truttlCIl tal t1us ie: 
Music 68-70 
Mus 99 Recital 0 
Mus 101 & 102 Theory 7 
Mus 103 & 104 1\ural Skills 2 
Mus 121 & 122 Intruduction to Listening 7. 
Mus 201 ,. 202 Theory ~ 
Mus 203 & 204 1\ural Skills 7. 
Mus 321 & 322 History and Literature 6 
Mus 140 Piano (Secondary) 2 
Mus 170 Instrumental Techniques (Flute, Clarinet, 
Saxophone) 1 
Mus 171 Instrumental Techniques Brass 1 
Mus 172 Instrumental Techniques Percussion 2 
Mus 173 Instrumental Te.chniques Double Reeds 1 
Mus 179 Instrumental Techniques S tr illgs 2 
Mus 175 Introduction to Music Educatioll (F'tf?lri r.x-
perience) 
or <:us 305 orchestration 
Mus 306 Wind & Percussion Scoring 
Mus 360 Conducting 
or ~us 361 Conducting II (Inst. ) 
Mus 362 Conducting II (Choral) 
Mus 370 Elem. Mus Methods 
Mus 371 Clinical EX(l~riences E] emr>I1t-.llry 
Mus 372 Jr. & Sr. IIiqh School f1r>thod!'; 
Mus 373 Clinical Experiences - Secondary 
or <MUS 394 University Chorus 
Mus 144 Voice: Secondary 
Electives from 'l'heory/Composition or lIistory/ 
Llterat.ur.e 
1\pplied Music 
Ensembles 
Marching Rand 
Education 
Stude~~'eachillg 
Elementary 
Secondary 
General studies 
English 
Communications 
Hath 
Group 1 
r.roup 2 
Group 3 
Group 4 
Gene ra1. Erl11ca t .l on 
Professional Education 
Music 
37 
)It 
60-70 
139-1H 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
7.-3 
14 
7- R 
1 (Elect 4-5 hours from Marching 
'or Concert Band or Orchestra 
plus 2 other ensemble credits) 
3 
4 
fi 
3 
3 
27 (some of which may also 
apply toward General 
Education requirements) 
7 
9 (qumanities) 
7 (Science) 
~ (Social Science) 
J , (Special) 
University of Illinois 
1985-86 Catalog, page 221 
1. General Education 
2 . Electives (general and/or major field) 
3. Basic Musicianship 
. Applied 
Theory, Sight-singing, Ear training 
History and Literature 
Ensembles 
4. Education 
History/Philosophy of Education 
Child Growth & Development 
5. Music Education 
one of: Choral, Comprehensive, Elem . - General, 
Instrumental, Jazz . Education, Piano 
Pedagogy, Strings 
v. Education Practice 
Introduction to Teaching 
Techniques of Teaching 
Pre-Clinical Experiences 
Student Teaching 
12 
15 
8 
4 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
33 (the 8 hours of music history 
and literature are counted 
as part of the 33.) 
Ij (4 hours of music ensembles 
are strongly recommended by 
advisement. ) 
39 
5 
40 
15 
8-16 (only 8 hours may apply toward 
graduation) 
General Education 25 (plus the 8 hours of music history and literature) 
Professional Education 20 
Music 79 
Electives (some or all of 
which may be music) 13 
137 
R .. ~ The. 
)",~\l .. S4 .... ~ 
j.t.. . 
ILLINOIS S'rA'l'F.] UNIVj~H3I'l'Y - Nonnal, Illinois. 
June 19-20, 1986 
RE: Overview of the Conducting Department, School of Nusic, Nusic Ed. emphns 
COMM1~N'r : 
Durinf.'; these two days I have seen video tnpen of sevpral of 
. the conduc tint; classes and h;:l.Ve talked pri va tely wi th certain GTadua te 
students as well as the conducting facul ty. I find the work to be,:t. very 
good standard quality for ·first semester instruction in this field of 
endeavor. 
BUT, ,one semester is not enough. 
This whole experience has left me with an a~onizint; sympathy 
for the dedicated teachers who are frantically tryinG to do tile 
impossible -- namely, to turn ~ly student into a conductor in one 
semester. 
The art of Conductinf,' is the synthesis of everything the student 
has learned. ConductinG is where he turns all of his knowledGe into 
action. It is a gigantic step that just does NU'l' arrive at a functional 
state in one semester. 
The public school instrumental music teacher quickly realizes 
that every class, from morning to night, requires him to do some 
conducting. Conductin is the most-constant! -used nctivity he eneaees 
in when he steps into the teaching profession. 'l'hereior, rom a 
practical standpoint, the conductinr; class should bp. p;ivpn the same 
priori ty schedulewise as the ins truc tion on the s tuden t' s major 
instrument. His instrumental performance c oupled wi th his abili ty 
to conduct well are his means for earning his living. 
'l'}lE RECmU1ENDATION: 
That every effort be made to give the Nusic Education Instrumental 
students a required second se-fIles ter of Conduc till[{ so tha t they can 
embark on their teaching careers (dequa tely and confidently prepared. 
QIllE. ~EJ1E_S)mR IS NOT ENOUr.H' 
(This statement is supported by the material given on pa&e 2.) 
FUR'l~IER COMf'lENT --- SOHE SUGGESTIONS: 
In many schools, e8ch departmen tis a law un to i tsel f. In some 
schools marvelous things hnppen whendepnrt-rnents bep;in to cooperate 
with each other -- . all in the interest of the student himself. 
FOR EXAMPLE!: The second year of Theory could take much of what it 
tea.che~ and gear it to the condnc tor' fl needs in score s tully, thus 
makinG i t im~dia tely fUrlc tional for the n tuucn t. 
ANO'rHER EXAI1PLS: The large ensembles (Band, Orch es tra, Chorus) could 
set aside just 10 minu tes a week of r~hearsal time to be used by those 
conducting Gtuden ts who have proved tllemse 1 ves reCl.d y for tlte experience 
of conducting a first rate orGanization. Eac h student, illclividually, 
is assiVled his date and Given his score to preprJre Hell in advance. 
\fuile he is workinr; up fron t, the re,a,ular cOllduc tor has n cllance to 
circulate around the back of his ot'c,-Cl.lli7.ati on :-Hlrl ohsprve \o1llat the 
various players are doin,o;. lie will be n mon'! kno\oll('rl( ~p.nhle cOllduc tor 
for havin,.; done so. -- 'l'he plCl.yers in t.1t" ensprnlJje GenerCl.lly look 
forward to seein~ their classmates pe,form. CAU'l'ION: On)y conductors 
shou1tl be Given this opportuni ty who have tlte mnsici :-:Uls ltip, tecllld flue 
and confidence to do a decent ,joh. Dn not \o1:J ste til" time of the rehpCl.l'snl 
teaching 'them what to do after they p,-et on t .be n("1,li"",-
'1'flE CCHIDUC']'IlJI] SIUJ.;LG 
SCORE Ht!ADING: 
The instrumental students are accustomed to readine;- one line of 
music at a time. Suddenly, in the conducting class, they are confronted 
with a page of from 10 to 30 lines which they have to read sinultaneously. 
In addi tion certain of these lj ne A are d evo ted to the I,rnnspo ~in{r, 
instrumen ts which means that the no tes wri tten in the score are NO'r the 
notes sounded when those instruments play them. 
The transposing instruments are all clarinets (three f'(ls~ible 
transpositions); the French horns (nine posdble trnTlspositions); the 
cornets and trumpets (six possible transpositions) and the saxophones 
in B-flat and E-flat in several octaves. 
The C (viola clef) has to be mastered, as well as the C and tenor 
clefs for certain editions in the trombones. 
ONE SEMESTEIl I S NOT J~UOUl;H. 
,HANUAL 'fECIllHQU8: 
Here the elementary stage is the time-be:l\;jtJ{; in 1, 2, 3, .." 5, 6, 
7,8,9,10,11, and 12 be::tta per rnea!1llre. r;ach has i\.8 own distinctive 
pattern, universally recognized. In addi tion the "lopsided" ratterns , 
where some beats are only half as long as the surrounding beats, have to 
be dealt with for handling the 20th century music. 
'1'he most time..;consuming thine; of Clll is tile developrnell t th8t tnkes 
place in the brain itself. '1.11e student now has to estahlish illrleDendent 
action, independent control, of each h311d. The technique of the right 
han differs from that of the left hand. Each has its OHTl "language" 
to speak. The development of tlli s independence is a matter of brain 
development, and this takes time. You c;:\I1no t make Cl flower gro.., faster 
by grabbing hold of the blossom and pullinG. l;row th has i t8 own natural 
laws. 
SUHI1ARY: 
AJ.l.of the tb~ngSmentioned above have to Hork instantly nnd 
simultaneously in the condllctinr; process. The conductor i8 
performine himself as he Cllso con troIs tile )O-1lJO IIIUSICH1I1S 
by his skilled gestures, his impuibse of will, and his musical 
knowledge. 
'I'here is nothing worse in music thCln a conduc tor _ "'Iho Y.llOWS less 
than he needs to know, hCls less skill in his hands than he needs 
for his job of leadership, and whose mind hafl not been trained 
to work at the ligh tenlike speed needed to pursue hi s craft. 
Our s tuden ts mus t no t be cheated of their chance to make a 
success of their careers. The young people today are pnying 
a fantastic price for their education. 'riley should be adequately 
prepared to make an adequa te Ii vin!: when they graduate. 'l'he 
prac tical side of their education is lJeing too of ten neglec ted. 
ONE SEf.1ES'rER OF CONDUC'l'II'Jl; IS I1UT EtJOU(;JI. 
,--~. ,t~r>(,.(,1.t /L·;I, ((' -:' <--<'-<10'<-' Consultant 
];: J.j 7,;{ h p L II It, II, ( ; r r " I 
rrofps~or I')neri Lus (fi'lsi c) 
The Ullivcrsi ty of tlic!dr:;1!l (hnn hrhnt,j 
CONDUCTING CLASSES 
REQUlHF~1J OF ALL j·1USlC EDUCATION ~n'U])8N'l'S; 01 r~tl TO OTm;1l S'I'UJ)ENTS 
OFFERED: 1YEAR, THREE CLASSES/PER WEEK, lU·;~~UIHED. (35 students/class.) 
A third semester was added, open to seniors and grad studen ls. Meeting 
t>,·rice a week. Usually about 20 students in the class. 
still later we added Private Leosons (one semester) for Haster!) 811d above. 
Students used THE NODERN CCNllUC'rGR AS THE BA::;lC T;C;XT. Lectures preceded 
the reading assignments in the textbook. The readings reviewed the 
lectures. 
Set-up: First semester, choral and instrumental met together. 
Some singing of easy materials for all. 
Instrumentalists brought their secondary instruments for the first two 
weeks. We used grade school books -- short pieces, many students could 
conduct each class. No preparations required. Piano conductor score. 
Everybody happy, lots of times up, secondary instrument techniques 
reviewed after the summer. No nervousness for Ule conductors -- so easy! 
Third week: Junior high orchestra materials were read. When needed, students 
began to bring their major i nstruments. Scores assigned and home study 
preceded class performance. Sometimes went into the fourth week. 
Thereafter, book of Mozart-Gluck scores was purchased, major instruments used. 
Up to this point all scores had been furnished. 
GOAL for this semester: Nanual Technique -- understandin (~ of and acquiring 
some ease wi th the actual conducting process. 
During the semester, · lectures precede.d book as s it,'lunents. Drill sheets were 
passed out to be filled in at home; corrected in class; graded recorded. 
Written tests were given several times a semester -- testing actual knowledge 
of how to perform the gestures; the summations of gestures (interpretative); 
ap?lication to score excerpts; most of it book mat erial. 
At the end of the semester, each student was assigned a certain excerpt from 
a standard work. He prepared it on his own and conducte d it at the Final 
Exam. Each student h 8.d a different e xc erpt. All n18 y e d in the class 
orchestra for the final. A final HRI'l~rEN was also Given at the last 
regular classroom meeting. 
Second semester: Choral people wen t t. o n. cho l'n.l s perl aU s t for cho ral conducti 
Instrumentalists now wer formed in t o Groups o f 6 or 7. Each eroup was 
assigned a maoior syr.Jphony to prepare. 'rile y cho se their own sec tions to do, 
and the en tire symphony was performed -- or ' .': Ia tever the Hork wa::-. Always 
had several movements. Band scores were also pl ay ed durin c: the semester. 
In addi tion to the wri tten and performance final, each had to wri te an 
example of Psychological Conduc ting an d p e r f o rm it wi t hou t rehearsal. Two 
copies were made, one for the instructor, one for the s t udent's music 
::t·fr;',1.".,. The examples were sun g by the class, watchin g OIlLY the conductor's 
kesW}es: Obviously the pi tcll ;.:a s s tatic. '}'ltis W2.S tile final test of 
the student's absolute manu a l contro l -- of his hand s and 'of his performers. 
Wri tten tests no\.,rincluded material fr om the lancu a g e charts and music terms 
from the appendix of the textt'o ok. 
NOTE: ALL CLASSES FOn THE FI HST SI X HE;EY. S OF THE FJHST S;;;rlESTEH STAHTED 
vII TIl THE CLASS FORJo1J NG A HU GE CI HC 1.8 (ev e ry o TlP i n t h e "frr'n trow") FOR 
r·j AYB2 10 ~UHUTES OF 'I'HE PiiYSI CA L EXf;; lt CJ SES ~~\ICii 1\ ':; C;J Hal) i; TI !E OU 'I'Ll m:: 
IN YES'l'EHDAY' S L~C'lUHE. 
) 
Goals to be met: 
Manual Tra.ining in p;ood technigue. 
::Brain development -- a constant; growing as the manual skill grows. 
Begininp; class: traininp; Left and High t hand~ independen tly --
thus requiring the right side of the brain to keep pace wi th the 
development of the left side. 
1. Time-beating in Threeand Four: changing from one hand to 
the other every 1 or 2 measures. 
2. Adding to the change of meter: 
(a) a different number of mea~ures in each hand as they 
alternate in the time-beating pattern. 
(b) next, addinG a change from loud to soft, together 
wi th the two previous changes. 
(c) still later, change also the style, legato, staccato, 
tenuto, dead gesture, etc. 
This will terminate in a mental development that can change 
four things at one time. ~be student in now thinking 
like a conductor. 
Score study development (left brain): from fewer lines to multiple lines. 
Acquaintance wi th both band and 'orchestra scores. Recommended, the 
orchestra .score first -- fewer lines, less doubling. EAR 'mAINING! 
In terureta ti ve, emo tional aspect, imardna tion (ri r:h t brain): short excerpts 
that obviously have a different emotional character. Himeograph them. 
Let students have the whole set and choose which one they wish to 
interpret. When they conduct it, does the clasn get the intended feeling 
from the conductor's performance. Does the resp'onse SHOW what was 
intended. EMPHASIS on THE SPIRIT OF rfHE ~ruSIC. After the conductor's 
performance, let~he class tell (guess) what was intended. 
Stage deportment: D~gnity on the podium. No knee bends, leaning over, etc. 
IMPORTANT: 
When SE tting up new manual habi ts, move slowly. Give time for the 
CORRECT response to be established. Insist on "doinlS it right" 
at this stage .of the game. Be SURE the student understands 
exactly what is readable and HEI. Then insist that he get it 
right, NOW. Most bad habits we see in the conductor ... already_ 
on-the .. job are due to his lack of funda.mental understanding as 
to what IS Good, readable techniyue, and his setting up of 
inaccuracies in his beginning experiences wi th the baton. 
PLAN I 
~
All Music Ed plus all beginninlj conduc tors in t1.e S8Jne class for 
one semester. 
Classes meet MWF 
Repertoire: 6horal one day, Instrumental the other two days. 
Class sizes: Laree, with strings present (violins especially): 
Orchestral materials will sound best. 
Band materials usually lack too much~ instrumentation, BUT this can be 
remedied by a careful choice of materials. 
Small class, 7-10: Here the choral m~sic is no problem, but for 
the instrumental work, ensemble music usually has to be used. 
The class itself becomes the performing unit. Daily conducting experience 
is therefore available. 
SECOND SEMESTER: 
choral expert. 
first semester. 
The choral people go to a choral s ection under the 
Instrumentalists con Unue in the same class as 
When it is possible, the set-up of Plan II is to be used. 
PLAN II 
= First semester, same as Plan I. 
Second semester: Class meets four days a week. The fourth day, members 
are assigned to a special ensemble ( a secti onal rehearsal, a regularly 
organized small ensemble as String Quarte t, W'vl ensemble, t~o ... piano team) 
which they will rehearse regularly. Time can be adjusted to fit the 
schedules of ensemble members and conductor. 
OR: Conduc tor is assign to a school group, eraue, Uunior Hi r,-h, Senior High, 
to observe one day a week and perhaps have a bit of conducting experience 
for ten rr.inutes now and then. 
PLAN III 
-:::zr;::::c :: :: t ;£:; 
First semester: Choral and Instrumental are separate cl~sses entirely, 
each working under a specialist. 
Fi~t semester is devoted to building manual technique and becominp,-
" acquainted wi th score study, form, etc., and ease wi th the transposi tions. 
Second semester: All students are assigned to a major organization 
(band, orchestra or chorus) to attend a given rehearsa l, several 
times during the semester, and on the s pecified day, they are 
expected to conduct the organization for 10 or 15 minutes. 
(Conductors of the organizations find tha t it s pices up their large 
groups -- the student interest goes WR.y u p on those dRyS since all 
performers arz interested in seeing wha t their friend s do with the 
baton and ",hat they; themselves may have the opportunity to do 
in the future conducting class. 
Another motivating- force: the phy sical exercises f orm i n r; the b:cs is 
for buildinr; thernanual tec hnique, when prac t i c '? rl in the rlormi to ry 
room, also "adverise" the conduc ting c l p.ss . S tuden ts from th e 
. IIf lY " class have t o explain the value - - the HliY? -- for thelr unr 
exerc i ses. 
) 
TO: University Curriculum Committee 
FROM: Music Department Curriculum Committee 
DATE: September 23, 1986 
The Music Department Curriculum Committee supports the request for 
an exemption from the 124 semester hour maximum for the Bachelor of 
Music Education degree at Illinois State University. 
The committee is unanimous in its support for these reasons: 1) This 
is a professional degree program which entitles kindergarten through 
grade twelve certification. 2) The National Association of Schools of 
Music recommends a more comprehensive preparation of degree candidates 
than the projected ISU-BME semester hour total will allow. 3) The 
ISU-BME degree must remain competitive with equivalent degree programs 
offered by sister institutions in this state who do adhere to NASM 
accrediting guidelines. For example, the University of Illinois requires 
145 hours and Northern Illinois requires 139-141 hours for their BME 
degree. 4) Last year the national presidents of the National Association 
of Schools of Music and the Music Educators National Convention were 
brought to this campus specifically to review our BME degree program. 
In their program review report both gentlemen stated that the 128-130 
semester hours now required are too few and that most universities offering 
the BME degre require considerably more. 
Based on the recommendation of the program review, we recommend in the 
following order: 
1) Add advanced conducting course for 2 hours credit. 
2) Exchange CI210 for Psych 112 and add the advanced conducting 
course. 
3) Exchange CI210 for Psych 112. 
4) Maintain current BME requirements. 
-~~ Fred Orner 
--~~~--~~--~~~r-~~--~----
David Collier 
Tella Marie DeBose 
Bernard Eichen 
John Ferrell 
Kevin Hibbard 
Bonnie Pomfret 
John Rehm 
) 
Illi nois State University 
Office of the Dean 
College of Fine Arts 
TO: The University Curriculum Committee 
FROM: The College of Fine Arts Curriculum Committee 
RE: The Music Department's request that it be exempt from the 
124-semester-hour maximum for the Bachelor of Music Education 
Degree at Illinois State University 
DATE: September 25, 1986 
Last year Charles Hoffer and Robert Glidden from the National Association of 
Schools of Music and the Music Educators National Conference were on the 
campus of Illinois State to review and evaluate the BME . They indicated a 
need for better preparation in conducting for the BME student. 
In view of this, the Music Department Curriculum Committee has recommended 
that 1) an advanced course in conducting for two hours' credit be added to the 
existing requirement, or that 2) C&I 210 be exchanged for Psychology 112 and 
the advanced conducting course added, or 3) an exchange of C&I 210 for Psychol-
ogy 112, or that 4) at the very least, the current BME requirements be maintained . 
For the department to adhere to the 124-semester-hour maximum would pre-empt 
any of the above suggestions. As stated by the Music Department Curriculum 
Committee, the 124-semester-hour maximum would place the BME at ISU below NASM 
accrediting guidelines. At the University of Illinois, for example, the BME require-
ment is 137 hours. 
A comprehensive education to teach music from kindergarten through high school 
will be severely restricted by the 124-semester-hour maximum. Therefore, the 
College of Fine Arts Curriculum Committee supports the request of the Department 
of Music for an exemption from the 124-semester-hour maximum for the BME degree. 
Normal-Bloomington, Illinois 
Phone : 309/ 438-8321 
{lv- tL~ 
Aris Chavez, Chair, ollege Curric. Committee 
Equal Opportun it y/ Affirmativp Action L'niverliry 
1 :...L--L.-> 
e · artment 
Center for Visual Arts 116 
Normal , Illinois 61 761-6901 
